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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Development of National Climate Change Adaptation Research Plans is a key function of NCCARF.
These Plans (referred to as NARPs) are produced for nine key sectors where adaptation response
will be critical in safeguarding against climate risks to social, economic and environmental wellbeing.
The purpose of a NARP is to identify priority needs over the next few years in developing knowledge
on how governments, businesses and communities can best adapt to climate change risks. They
provide a national blueprint for research investment by research organisations and knowledge user
stakeholders. Development of NARPs involves the active contribution of both the research
community and adaptation knowledge users.
The NARP for Settlements and Infrastructure (Settlements NARP) (Thom et al. 2010) is concerned
with identifying priority research questions for climate change adaptation issues relevant to
Australia’s cities, towns and regions, including coastal communities and regions. Research focused
on these priority questions should support governments, building and land owners, community
organisations and individuals to make sound decisions about adaptation initiatives for climate
change issues they face or anticipate. These decisions should be able to take advantage of
opportunities for settlements and infrastructure that result from climate change and to reduce
unavoidable detrimental climate change impacts.
The Settlements NARP has been revisited in 2012 and the priority research questions have been
updated to ensure currency and to provide guidance for research investment over the next five
years.
Updated priority research questions are identified based on:
•

Changes to stakeholder needs since the Settlements and Infrastructure NARP was
completed;

•

Relevant research published since the Settlements and Infrastructure NARP was completed;
and

•

Areas of current research focus in relation to the Settlements and Infrastructure NARP.

Stakeholder information needs have not changed significantly. However, several stakeholder
information needs have become more clearly stated or relatively more important, especially:
•

The nature of and responses to extreme weather or climate events;

•

The differing forms and functions of settlements and coastal areas in Australia and the need
to develop bottom-up adaptation strategies using climate and other data suited to this scale
and purpose;

•

The social, economic and institutional dimensions of climate change adaptation;

•

The interconnected nature of urban systems, infrastructure systems and human use and
dependence on them; and

•

Inter-related objectives involving adaptation, including mitigation and sustainability.

Climate change adaptation for settlements and infrastructure is a rapidly expanding research area.
Cox (2012) reviewed over 115 individual research articles and other reports published since the
NARP was completed, including research summaries from several topic-specific literature reviews
prepared for the Adaptation Research Network for Settlements and Infrastructure (ACCARNSI).
In the past few years, Australia has invested in research about climate change adaptation and
settlements and infrastructure through the NCCARF-managed Adaptation Research Grants
Program (ARGP) and through research funded and managed by other organisations, including
CSIRO, ARC and VCCCAR.
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NCCARF has commissioned 15 research projects for the Settlements and Infrastructure theme,
representing an investment of $5.2 million of ARGP funding and a total research value (all cash and
in-kind) of about $10.3 million. Other NCCARF-managed ARGP research activities relevant to the
Settlements and Infrastructure theme include 14 SEID projects (ARGP investment: $3,995,000), 2
Indigenous community projects (ARGP investment: $560,000) and 1 Emergency Management
project (ARGP investment: $280,000). Some of NCCARF’s Synthesis and Integrative Research
(SIR) projects are also relevant to priority research topics in the Settlements NARP. All of this
research will be completed and reported within two to three years.
The conclusion of this revisit and update is that all existing Settlements NARP priority research
questions should be retained but the prioritisation of several should be changed. The specific
changes are as follows:
• Four research priorities have been increased from ‘Medium’ to ‘High’ priority:
1.2 How can planning approaches address the multiple objectives of urban adaptation to
climate change impacts, mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity
conservation?
1.5 What information about urban and regional planning and climate change impacts, in what
form and at what resolution, should be publicly available? How should climate change
impacts and adaptation information be presented and made available to urban and
regional planning decision-makers?
3.2 How do coastal communities perceive coastal vulnerability in different settlements and to
what extent is that influencing adaptive capacity now and likely to influence it in the future
under scenarios of climate change?
5.7 How can communication of climate change impacts and uncertainties be improved and
communities be engaged in adaptive responses for settlements and infrastructure?
• One research priority focussed on climate change impacts has been reduced from ‘High’ to
‘Medium’ priority:
5.1 What would a climate-adapted Australian settlement look like?
A complete updated table of the revised research priorities is provided in section 7 of this report,
criteria for setting research priorities are presented in Appendix 1, and an updated research
prioritisation table is provided in Appendix 2 of this report.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Development of National Climate Change Adaptation Research Plans is a key function of NCCARF.
These Plans (referred to as NARPs) are produced for nine key sectors where adaptation response
will be critical in safeguarding against climate risks to social, economic and environmental wellbeing.
The purpose of a NARP is to identify priority needs over the next few years in developing knowledge
on how governments, businesses and communities can best adapt to climate change risks. They
provide a national blueprint for research investment by research organisations and knowledge user
stakeholders. Development of NARPs involves the active contribution of both the research
community and adaptation knowledge users.
The NARP for Settlements and Infrastructure (Settlements NARP) (Thom et al. 2010) is concerned
with identifying priority research questions for climate change adaptation issues relevant to
Australia’s cities, towns and regions, including coastal communities and regions. Research focused
on these priority questions should support governments, building and land owners, community
organisations and individuals to make sound decisions about adaptation initiatives for climate
change issues they face or anticipate. These decisions should be able to take advantage of
opportunities for settlements and infrastructure that result from climate change and to reduce
unavoidable detrimental climate change impacts.
The Settlements NARP has been revisited in 2012 and the priority research questions have been
updated to ensure currency and to provide guidance for research investment over the next five
years.
The revisit and updating is informed by a review of the literature undertaken since December 2008
when the Settlements NARP was originally drafted (Cox 2012), other research summaries prepared
for the Adaptation Research Network for Settlements and Infrastructure (ACCARNSI), a summary of
current research addressing research priorities identified in the Settlements NARP (NCCARF 2012),
several publications about information needs of settlements and infrastructure theme stakeholders in
Australia and input from the Settlements Adaptation Research Network and from key stakeholders.
Other reports have also contributed to this updating, as discussed in the text and set out in the
references.
In 2011, the Productivity Commission began its public inquiry into regulatory and policy barriers that
inhibit the ability of the community to adapt effectively to climate change. The draft report
(Productivity Commission 2012) noted that some individuals and communities would likely face
greater challenges in adapting to climate change impacts. It suggested that reforms that would
deliver benefits under a range of climate change scenarios would be useful. It used as examples
several matters with which this NARP is concerned, including flexible planning regulation able to
respond to uncertain climate change impacts, and risk management for existing settlements. This
inquiry is to complete its report during 2012.
This report identifies updated research priorities, based on:
•

Changes to stakeholder needs since the Settlements NARP was completed;

•

Relevant research published since the Settlements NARP was completed; and

•

Areas of current research focus in relation to the Settlements NARP.

A discussion of each research priority and updates to them are set out in section 4 of this report.
A complete updated table of research priorities resulting from this review is provided in section 7 of
this report, criteria for setting research priorities are presented in Appendix 1, and an updated
research prioritisation table is provided in Appendix 2 of this report.
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2. MAJOR CHANGES TO STAKEHOLDER INFORMATION NEEDS SINCE
2008
Stakeholders for the Settlements and Infrastructure NARP and research theme comprise virtually all
residents, businesses and government bodies in Australia. The weather awareness and climate
change interest of these stakeholders have been affected by recent extreme climate events and
impacts in Australia (see Box 1).
In addition to the impact of extreme climate events and associated disasters such as fires and
floods, ongoing changes are also affecting decision-makers’ perspectives. For instance, Melbourne
Water (2010) reported that less rain and altered rainfall patterns already observed in Victoria
amounted to more than a long dry spell, but resembled rainfall changes projected to result from
climate change, indicating a growing acceptance of climate change as a present factor for
management consideration.
In a report prepared for the National Sea Change Task Force, Gurran et al. (2011) provided a
comprehensive assessment of local government concerns in relation to climate change. Local
governments continue to manage demand for growth, while facing both increasing awareness and
concern about the impacts of climate change and climate scepticism and ‘push-back’ from some
community sectors. Continuing areas of concern were reported as:
•

physical exposure to sea level rise, storm surge and inundation,

•

increasing risk resulting from ongoing development in vulnerable locations, and

•

the loss of important areas such as foreshore or coastal recreation areas.

However, local governments also expressed concern about:
•

potential future impacts to public infrastructure, buildings, and private homes, and possible
legal liability of local government,

•

the capacity of local emergency and health services to cope with changed emergency
events;

•

issues associated with the provision of information about climate risk;

•

meeting the needs of ageing populations;

•

the emergence of new risks associated with natural hazards such as bushfire;

•

the quality of professional expertise and standards for climate vulnerability and risk
assessments;

•

the full financial implications for adapting to climate change impacts; and

•

local community ‘pushback’ and scepticism towards climate change.

Local Government priorities for policy development, research and external support for climate
change adaptation included:
•

a strong, integrated, and consistent policy framework for climate change adaptation
stemming from the national level;

•

support to build greater understanding about specific areas of climate vulnerability within the
community to encourage collaboration and engagement in climate adaptation initiatives; and

•

higher level government support for managing areas with existing development potential in
areas now known to be affected by climate risk.
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Booth et al. (2011), in framing a national climate change adaptation policy for the built environment,
identified key policy tasks, each of which has research requirements:
•

Identify complementary key roles for each spatial scale of government to facilitate effective
adaptation strategies and practices in building design, construction and management.

•

Provide incentives and decision frameworks to underpin the level and timing of appropriate
climate change adaption responses.

•

Partner ongoing research into the drivers and barriers to framing and implementing nationally
consistent planning policies and strategies.

•

Incorporate adaptive learning cultures and practice-based adaptive change in built
environment industries, in partnership with the teaching and research functions of built
environment/design faculties.

These reports indicate a growing interest in the social, economic and institutional dimensions of
climate change adaptation, in addition to ongoing interest in and concern to understand the
biophysical impacts of climate change and effective responses. This evolution in stakeholder needs
is reflected in the 2010 Australian Government position paper ‘Adapting to Climate Change in
Australia’ (DCCEE 2010) that sets out the Australian Government's vision for adapting to the
impacts of climate change and proposes practical steps to realise that vision. It outlines the
Australian Government's role in adaptation, which includes maintaining a strong, flexible economy
and a social safety net, leading national reform, managing Commonwealth assets and programs,
and national science and information. The position paper identifies six national priority areas for
action: water, coasts, infrastructure, natural ecosystems, natural disaster management, and
agriculture.
States and Territories have published a number of policy documents including the Queensland
Government’s 2011 Issues Paper, the ACT’s draft climate change action plan – Weathering the
Change, and South Australia’s Draft Climate Change Adaptation Framework.
Five stakeholder information needs are now more clearly stated or relatively more important:
•

The nature of and responses to extreme weather or climate events;

•

The differing forms and functions of settlements and coastal areas in Australia and the need
to develop bottom-up adaptation strategies using climate and other data suited to this scale
and purpose;

•

The social, economic and institutional dimensions of climate change adaptation;

•

The interconnected nature of urban systems, infrastructure systems and human use and
dependence on them; and

•

Inter-related objectives involving adaptation, including mitigation and sustainability.
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Box 1. Some recent examples of extreme climatic events and impacts
The recent 13-year drought in the southern Murray-Darling Basin (MDB) and Victoria was
unprecedented compared with other recorded droughts since 1900.
A severe heatwave occurred in southern Australia from 26 January to the 7 February, 2009. There
was a record run of days above 43°C at Adelaide and Melbourne. Estimates of deaths resulting
from the heat conditions range from 424 to 500 people. Power outages resulting from bushfires
and transport system disruptions to the Melbourne rail network caused financial losses estimated
at $800 million. On 7 February, strong, dry north-westerly winds fanned bushfires which claimed
173 lives, mostly in areas northeast of Melbourne.
In early September 2010, there was flooding on many rivers in northern Victoria. In September
2010, a tropical depression formed over the Gascoyne area of Western Australia, producing
severe floods in the region. In December 2010 to January 2011, there was widespread flooding
across central and southern Queensland. Approximately seventy towns and 200,000 people were
affected.
A series of floods hit SE Australia, including river and flash flooding, beginning in December 2010
and early 2011, primarily in the state of Queensland including its capital city, Brisbane. More than
78 per cent of the state (an area bigger than France and Germany combined) was declared a
disaster zone. These floods forced the evacuation of thousands of people from towns and cities.
At least 70 towns and over 200,000 people were affected. In Emerald, a 16.05 metre peak in the
Nogoa River on 31 December set a new record for the town. The Nogoa River peak caused major
flooding in Emerald, where between 1,000 and 1,200 houses were flooded to some degree and
approximately 95 per cent of businesses were damaged. Two thousand, four hundred and sixtythree residents registered as evacuees, and more than 400 were forced to stay in evacuation
centres. In Brisbane, 22,000 homes and businesses were inundated over January 12 and 13.
Altogether there were 2.5 million people affected and an estimated 29,000 homes and businesses
suffered some form of inundation. Damage to the state was estimated in excess of $5 billion.
Thirty-five people died in the floods; three remain missing.
In February 2011, Cyclone Yasi was one of the most powerful cyclones to have affected
Queensland. Tully Sugar Mill recorded sea level pressure of 929 hPa as the eye passed over
suggesting wind gusts of about 285 km/h were possible, leaving behind significant damage.
Sources: CSIRO (2010) Climate variability and change in south-eastern Australia: A synthesis of findings
from Phase 1 of the South Eastern Australian Climate Initiative (SEACI); Kiem et al. (2010), Learning from
experience (NCCARF); Bureau of Meteorology Annual Climate Summary 2009 (2010); Bureau of
Meteorology Annual Climate Summary 2010 (2011); and Bureau of Meteorology Severe Tropical Cyclone
Yasi (2011); Queensland Floods Commission of Inquiry: Interim Report (August 2011)
http://www.floodcommission.qld.gov.au/publications/interim-report - extracted 26 January 2012; National
Climate Summary 2011 (Issued 4 January 2012).
http://www.bom.gov.au/announcements/media_releases/climate/change/20120104.shtml - extracted 26
January 2012.; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2010%E2%80%932011_Queensland_floods - - Extracted 26
January 2012; The Courier Mail Michael Madigan and Sarah Vogler. 25 January 2011. http://www.couriermail.com.au/news/old-flood-advice-fit-for-new-response-to-rising-river/story-e6freon61225993905552 - Extracted 26 January 2012; QUT (2010).
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3. RESEARCH FINDINGS AND ACTIVITIES SINCE 2009
Published findings
Research published since the NARP was completed has been reviewed in Cox (2012). This report
reviewed and summarised over 115 relevant research reports published between 2009 and 2011
and other research published since the NARP was completed, including research reviews from
several topic-specific literature reviews prepared for the Adaptation Research Network for
Settlements and Infrastructure (ACCARNSI).
Cox (2012) was structured to clarify the research published in relation to the research priorities of
the Settlements and Infrastructure NARP. Key findings have been extracted from Cox (2012) and
included in Section 4 (below), with representative references. See Cox (2012) and the ACCARNSI
reports (see Box 2) for a full discussion of publications.
Several major activities have been completed and published since the Settlements NARP was
completed in 2009. Chief among these for coastal matters is a vulnerability assessment of coastal
inundation to climate change, with a particular focus on coastal settlements and ecosystems (DCC
2009a). This report identified regions of high, moderate and low risk to communicate risks and raise
community awareness about consequences on the regional and local scales. The assessment
considered sea level rise, extreme events (wave climates, cyclones and lows, storm surge and wind,
and riverine flooding) and inundation and erosion. Twelve issues were identified for further attention:
national standards for coastal development, regional risk assessments, demonstration strategies,
review of building codes, national audit of critical infrastructure, information and tools for decisionmaking, further research on the magnitude of coastal risk, risk allocation and insurance, ecosystems
review, community engagement, capacity building for local government and inter-jurisdictional
cooperation.
Other recent Australian Government publications that inform understanding of climate impacts and
relevant policy responses include the National Coastal Risk Assessment (DCCEE 2011), The Role
of Regulation in Facilitating or Constraining Adaptation to Climate Change for Australian
Infrastructure (DCCEE 2012), and Australia’s Biodiversity and Climate Change (Steffen et al. 2009).
Similarly, the Productivity Commission’s inquiry into regulatory barriers to effective adaptation is
considering a wide range of potential climate change factors, many of which are relevant to the
settlements and infrastructure theme.
The IPCC’s special report on extremes includes a detailed examination of likely regional changes for
different climate and weather events (IPCC 2012). The report suggests a very likely increase in
heat wave episodes over land surfaces, fewer days of frost and more heavy precipitation events.
The global trends for drought duration are less consistent between models and downscaling
methodologies.
State of the Climate 2012 (Australian Government 2012) provides an updated summary of long-term
climate trends in Australia. It notes that the rate of very hot (greater than 40 °C) daytime
temperatures has been increasing since the 1990s and the frequency of extreme (record) hot days
has been more than double the frequency of extreme cold days during the past ten years. The
report also noted that Southwest Western Australia had experienced its lowest rainfall on record in
2010 while record high rainfall was experienced in 2010 and 2011 in southeast Australia.
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Box 2: ACCARNSI Publications
Ageing, the Built Environment and Adaptation to Climate Change (2011) by Tracie Harvison, Rachelle
Newman and Bruce Judd.
Adapting to Climate Change – Revising our Approach to Estimating Future Floods by Seth Westra.
The Economic Value of Natural and Built Coastal Assets – Part 1: Natural Coastal Assets by Sally
Kirkpatrick.
Urban water supply in a carbon constrained Australia: Water-energy linkages by Rocheta and Peirson.
Towards a National Climate Change Adaptation Framework for the build environment by Philip Booth, Peter
Graham and Nan Chen.
Voluntary travel behaviour change and its potential implications for climate mitigation and adaptation by
Michelle Philp and Michael A P Taylor.
Assessment of the Challenges in Adapting Water Resources and Infrastructure to Climate Change –
Literature Review by MD Short, M Schultz, E Rocheta and G Peters.
Adapting to Climate Change – Implications for Transport Infrastructure, transport Systems and Travel
Behaviour by Michelle Philips and Michael A P Taylor.
Uncertainty and Infrastructure Investment Appraisal by David G Carmichael and Maria C A Balatbat.
These are available at: www.nccarf.edu.au/settlements-infrastructure/discussion_papers

Current research
Australia has invested in research about climate change adaptation and settlements and
infrastructure through the NCCARF-managed Adaptation Research Grants Program (ARGP) and
through research funded and managed by other organisations, including CSIRO, ARC and
VCCCAR.
NCCARF research projects commissioned from successful proposals for the Settlements and
Infrastructure theme are listed in Box 3, with summary descriptions in Appendix 3. These fifteen
research projects represent an investment of $5.2 million of ARGP funding and a total research
value (all cash and in-kind) of about $10.3 million.
Other NCCARF-managed ARGP research activities relevant to the Settlements and Infrastructure
theme are listed in Box 4. These research activities comprise 14 SEID projects (ARGP investment:
$3,995,000), 2 Indigenous community projects (ARGP investment: $560,000) and 1 Emergency
Management project (ARGP investment: $280,000).
Some of NCCARF’s Synthesis and Integrative Research (SIR) projects are also relevant to priority
research topics in the Settlements NARP. The relevant projects are listed in Box 5.
Research commissioned and managed by other organisations (ARC and VCCCAR) that is relevant
to the priority research topics in the Settlements NARP is listed in Box 6.
Research is also being undertaken by CSIRO Cities and Coasts theme of its Climate Change
Adaptation Flagship. Information about that program is listed in Box 7.
All of these research projects are referred to throughout Section 4, where appropriate.
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Box 3: NCCARF-managed (ARGP) research projects for the Settlements and Infrastructure
theme
(Note: further information about these projects is available in Appendix 3 and at
http://www.nccarf.edu.au/research/thematic/396)
Research Project Title

Principal
Investigator

Institution

SI09 01 - Past, Present and Future Landscapes:

Phil Morley

University of New
England

SI09 02 - Reforming Planning Processes Trial:

Penelope Fry

Rockhampton
Regional Council

SI09 03 - Development of tools that allow Local
Governments to translate climate change impacts on
assets into strategic and operational financial and asset
management plans.

Jacqueline
Balston

University of South
Australia

SI09 04 - Pathways to Climate Adapted and Healthy Low

Guy Barnett

CSIRO Climate
Adaptation
Flagship

SI09 05 - A model framework for assessing risk and

Colin Woodroffe

University of
Wollongong

SI09 06 - Enhancing the resilience of seaports to a

Darryn McEvoy

RMIT University

SI11 01 - Limp, leap or learn?: Developing a legal

Jan McDonald

University of
Tasmania

SI11 02 - Strata Title in a world of climate change:

Chris Guilding

Griffith University

SI11 03 - A Framework for Adaptation of Australian

Wasim Saman

University of South
Australia

SI11 04 - Robust optimization of urban drought security for

George Kuczera

University of
Newcastle

SI11 05 - Analysis of institutional adaptability to redress
electricity infrastructure vulnerability due to climate change

John Foster &
Deepak Sharma

UniQuest (UQ) &
Uni of Tech,
Sydney

SI11 06 - Climate Change and the Welfare Sector – Risk
and Adaptation of Australia’s Vulnerable and Marginalised

Karl Mallon

ACOSS

SI11 07 - Australia’s Country Towns 2050: What will a

Andrew Beer

University of
Adelaide

SI11 08 - Coastal urban climate futures in SE Australia:

Barbara Norman

University of
Canberra

SI11 09 - What would a climate-adapted Australian
settlement look like?

David Griggs

Monash University

Understanding Alternative Futures for Climate Change
Adaptation of Coastal Settlements and Communities.
Rockhampton 2050

Income Housing

adaptation to climate change on Australian coasts
changing climate

framework for adaptation planning in Australia

Managing greater uncertainty in forecasting and funding
common property capital expenditure
Households to Heat Waves
an uncertain climate

Climate Adapted Settlement Pattern Look Like?
from Wollongong to Lakes Entrance
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Box 4: NCCARF-managed (ARGP) research projects relevant to the Settlements and
Infrastructure theme, commissioned under other themes
(Note: further information about these projects is available at
http://www.nccarf.edu.au/research/thematic-research-grants)
Research Project Title

Principal
Investigator

Institution

SD11 02 - What about me? Factors affecting individual
adaptive coping capacity across different population groups

Kerrie Unsworth

University of
Western Australia

SD11 03 - Impact of Climate Change on Disadvantaged
Groups: Issues and Interventions

Graeme Hugo

University of
Adelaide

SD11 04 - The Legal, Institutional and Cultural Barriers to
Adaptation to Sea-Level Rise in Australia

Jon Barnett

University of
Melbourne

SD11 05 - Changes to Country and Culture, Changes to
Climate: strengthening institutions for Indigenous resilience
and adaptation

Jessica Weir

AIATSIS

SD11 06 - Heat-Ready: Adapting Aged Care Facilities to
prevent premature death in elderly Australians.

Deborah Black

University of
Sydney

SD11 08 - Every state for themselves? Learning from
cross-border regulatory instruments to support and
promote climate change adaptation in Australia

Wendy Steele

Griffith University

SD11 09 - An assessment of Australia’s existing statutory
frameworks, associated institutions, and policy processes:
do they support or impede national adaptation planning and
practice?

Karen Hussey

Australian
National
University

SD11 10 - Social networks analysis: bridging degrees of
separation to enhance climate change adaptation

Susan Kinnear

Central
Queensland
University

SD11 11 - Costs and coasts: an empirical assessment of
physical and institutional climate adaptation pathways

Ryan McAllister

CSIRO

SD11 12 - Valuing adaptation under rapid change:
anticipatory adjustments, maladaptation and transformation

Roger Jones

Victoria
University

SD11 13 - Rental housing, climate change and adaptive
capacity: a case study of Newcastle, NSW

Lesley Instone

Victoria
University

SD11 15 - Cognitive and affective barriers to climate
change adaptation: Exploring the risk and adaptation
appraisals of South Australians to different climate risks

Peng Bi

University of
Adelaide

SD11 17 - Assessing the potential for, and limits to,
insurance and market-based mechanisms for encouraging
climate change adaptation

John McAneney

Macquarie
University

IC11 01 - Learning from the past, adapting in the future:
identifying pathways to successful adaptation in Indigenous
communities

Meg Parsons

University of
Melbourne

IC11 02 - Living Change: Adaptive housing responses to
climate change in the town camps of Alice Springs

Ralph Horne

RMIT University

EM09 06 - Adaptation of the built environment to climate
change induced increased intensity of natural hazards

David King

James Cook
University
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Box 5: NCCARF’s Synthesis and Integrative Research (SIR) projects relevant to the
Settlements and Infrastructure theme
(Note: further information about these projects is available at http://www.nccarf.edu.au/research/s-and-i)
SIR Research Project Number and Title

Principal Investigator

Institution

P1HCS1a- Adaptation Lessons from Cyclone Tracy

John McAneney

Macquarie
University

P1HCS1b- Indigenous experience of Cyclone Tracy

Katherine Haynes

Macquarie
University

P1HCS2 - East Coast Lows and the NewcastleCentral Coast Pasha Bulker Storm

Garry Willgoose

University of
Newcastle

P1HCS3 - Storm Tides

Rodger Tomlinson

Griffith University

P1HCS4 - The 2008 Floods in Queensland.

Armando Apan

University of
Southern
Queensland

P1HCS5 - Impacts and adaptation response of
infrastructure and communities to heatwaves: the
southern Australian experience of 2009

Jim Reeves

Queensland
University of
Technology

P1HCS6 - Drought and the future of small inland
towns

Anthony Kiem

University of
Newcastle

P1HCS7 - Resilience and water security in two
outback cities

Glen Albrecht

Murdoch
University

P2LTA5 - Limits to Climate Change Adaptation for
Two Low-Lying Communities in the Torres Strait

Scott Smithers

James Cook
University

P2LTA6 - Limits to climate change adaptation for
small inland communities affected by drought

Anthony Kiem

University of
Newcastle

P2FFS1 - Investigating factors that inhibit and enable
adaptation strategies following the 2010/11 floods

David King

James Cook
University

S3AFL1 - Damage to buildings during the 2010-2011
Eastern Australia flooding events

Matthew Mason

Macquarie
University

S3AFL2 - Living with floods: key lessons from
Australia and abroad

Karen Hussey

Australian
National
University

S3ABA1 - Cross-Scale Barriers to Adaptation in
Local Government, Australia

Natasha Kuruppu

University of
Technology
Sydney

S3AUN1 - Bridging the gap between end user needs
and science capability: dealing with uncertainty in
future scenarios

Danielle Verdon-Kidd

University of
Newcastle

S3AUN2 - Understanding end-user decisions and
the value of climate information under the risks and
uncertainties of future climates

Alan Randall

Sydney
University

S3BST2 - Overcoming challenges for decision
making about climate change adaptation

Kambiz Maani

S3BIB2 - Climate change adaptation: A framework
for best practice in financial risk assessment,
governance and disclosure

Jason West

S3BAM1 - Climate change adaptation: A framework
for best practice in financial risk assessment,
governance and disclosure

Max Finlayson

Griffith University
Griffith University
Charles Sturt
University
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Box 6: Climate change adaptation research projects relevant to the Settlements and
Infrastructure theme, commissioned and managed by other organisations
Principal
Investigator

Research Project Title

Institution

ARC Grants (For further information: http://arc.gov.au/applicants/fundingoutcomes.htm)
[DP0987099] Australia's changing urban tree estate: a
JB Kirkpatrick;
University of
socio-ecological study of patterns, causes and
AG Davison
Tasmania
consequences
[DP1093583] Community vulnerability and extreme events:
Developing a typology of coastal settlement vulnerability to
aid adaptation strategies

SW Baum; KD
Arthurson; TF
Smith

Griffith University

[DP110104808] Advancement of cohesive crack approach
to model shrinkage and load induced cracking in multiphase soils

Jayantha
Kodikara

Monash
University

[DP120100338] A new strategy for design flood estimation
in a nonstationary climate

Ashish Sharma;
Rajeshwar
Mehrotra; Seth
Westra

UNSW

[DP120104797] Rethinking climate justice in an age of
adaptation: capabilities, local variation, and public
deliberation

David Schlosberg;
Simon Niemeyer

University of
Sydney

[DP120101215] Does physiological plasticity of individuals
render populations resilient to climate change

Frank Seebacher;
Robbie Wilson;
Jean Clobert

University of
Sydney

[DP120103179] Native island landscapes: people and
environmental change in tropical sclerophyll landscapes

Sean Ulm; Lynley
Wallis; Patrick
Moss; Craig Sloss

University of
Sydney

[DP120103366] A study of pull-through failures of thin steel
battens to improve building safety and resilence during
extreme wind events

Mahen
Mahendran;
Keerthan
Poologanthan

Queensland
University of
Technology

[DP120102124] Econometric modelling of housing prices
and their relationship to climate adaptation issues

Alicia Rambald;
Ryan McAllister;
Cameron Fletcher

University of
Queensland

[LP110100430] Rational lateral-bracing design for steelframed domestic structures

Emad Gad,
Nelson T Lam,
John L Wilson

Swinburne
University of
Technology

[DE120102428] Securing the Australian city: the
governance of critical infrastructure in climate change

Wendy E Steele

Griffith University

[DE120100786] Slow catastrophes: drought resilience
amongst farmers and agricultural communities in south
eastern Australia, 1880s-2000s

Caroline R Jones

Australian
National
University

Bushfire CRC (For further information: http://www.bushfirecrc.com/)
CRC-B Safe room options for homes for fire protection
Douglas Brown

University of
Sydney

CRC for Infrastructure and Engineering Asset Management
(For further information: http://www.cieam.com/)
CRC – IEAM Sustainability and Organisational
Performance

Joseph Mathew
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VCCCAR (For further information: http://www.vcccar.org.au/)
VCCCAR1 - Framing multi-level and multi-actor adaptation Darryn McEvoy
responses in the Victorian context
RMIT University

RMIT University

VCCCAR2 - Building common understanding of scenario
based strategies to inform climate change adaptation

John Wiseman

University of
Melbourne

VCCCAR3 - Resilient Urban Systems

Ralph Horne and
Chris Ryan

VCCCAR4 - Understanding policies and governance for
integrated landscape management in a changing
environment

Andy Bennett

RMIT University
and U of
Melbourne
Deakin University

VCCCAR5 - Responding to the urban heat island:
optimising the implementation of green infrastructure

Nick Williams,
Andy Coutts

University of
Melbourne,
Monash
University

VCCCAR6 - Enhancing water infrastructure provision with
climate change uncertainty

Harry Clarke

VCCCAR7 - Learning from Indigenous natural resources
management in the Barmah-Millewa

Dave Griggs

La Trobe
University
Monash
University

VCCCAR8 - Design-led decision support for regional
climate change

Ralph Horne and
John Martin

RMIT University,
LA Trobe
University
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Box 7: Climate change research areas under the CSIRO Climate Change Adaptation Flagship
Cities and Coasts theme http://www.csiro.au/Organisation-Structure/Flagships/Climate-AdaptationFlagship.aspx
CSIRO Project
Area and Title

Project Summary

FRA1: Adaptation
Engineering

To analyse built environments from a whole-of-system perspective and
apply technological and engineering knowledge integrated with outcomes
from climate change science to identify viable climate adaptation solutions
that can be implemented by urban and coastal managers

FRA2: Coastal
Vulnerability and
Planning

To undertake research that enables a rich understanding of climate risk to
human settlements both as a hazard and within a planning context, taking
into account the multiple impacts of climate change and population
increase facing growing coastal communities.

FRA3: Sustainable
Urban
Development

The integration of urban science, engineering and technology together with
the social and economic sciences that contribute to understanding the
development of sustainable and adaptive urban communities through
providing real world examples of urban adaptation to climate change.

FRA4: Urban
Environmental
Health

To provide complementary environmental science, social science and
engineering analyses of urban environmental health issues, such as heat
waves, in order to augment the value of the Urbanism, Environmental
Health and Climate Change Cluster led by the Australian National
University.

FRA5: Community
Adaptation and
Resilience

To understand systems behaviour by integrating physical adaptation of the
built environment with social systems in order to build real capacity to
change at a range of physical and institutional scales.

FRA6: Sustainable
Use of Natural
Resources

Adaptation options with reduced resource use as a consequence of an
improved understanding of resource use at the individual, household,
community, company and government scale.
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4. UPDATED INFORMATION FOR SECTION 3 OF THE SETTLEMENTS
AND INFRASTRUCTURE NARP
Section 3 of the Settlements and Infrastructure NARP is structured into four sector themes and a
fifth cross cutting theme. The four sector themes are:
• Urban and regional planning and management,
• Built environment,
• Vulnerable coastal communities and
• Infrastructure.
This section summarises information that has become available since the Settlements NARP was
completed in relation to the themes in section 3 of the NARP, and identifies changes to the research
priorities and outlines the consequences for research prioritisation. The information in this section is
primarily taken from Cox (2012) and from ACCARNSI reports, augmented by some further research.
The discussion in this section is organised in relation to each research question in the Settlements
and Infrastructure NARP. All research questions listed in a NARP are questions that merit research
support. They are prioritised using 6 criteria:
1. Severity of potential impact to be avoided or degree of potential benefit to be derived
(essential);
2. Immediacy of required intervention or response (essential);
3. Need to change current intervention and practicality of alternative intervention (essential);
4. Potential for co-benefit (desirable);
5. Cross-sectoral relevance (desirable);
6. Equity considerations (desirable).
As a result of the information and analysis in this section, the priority of some research questions
has been changed (eg from ‘High’ to ‘Medium’) indicating a change in the relative importance of a
research question from a national perspective. However, the relative prioritisation between research
questions may differ between regions, stakeholders or research investors.

NARP Section 3.1 Urban and regional planning and management: Priority
research questions
1.1 How can existing urban planning principles and practices accommodate climate change and the
uncertainty of climate change impacts? How should these principles and practices differ, based on
the location and spatial scale of the settlement? What can we learn about the adaptive capacity of
settlements from responses to stresses in the past?
McDonald (2011) reported that legal institutions and instruments can facilitate adaptation, including
establishing new market mechanisms and funding arrangements for climate change impacts and
adaptation. However, she found that some characteristics of legal institutions, processes, and
principles may hinder adaptation. She concluded that legal processes and instruments need to
become more adaptive and responsive in themselves. Dovers and Hezri (2010) highlight the value
of seeking lessons from relevant past policy activities, and identify currently available options to
embed considerations of climate adaptation into policy processes and institutional systems.
Current research:
•

Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are directly relevant to this topic (SI09
01, SI09 02, SI11 01) and three NCCARF projects are relevant to it to some degree (SI11
07, SI11 08, SI11 09) (See Box 3).
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•

Two NCCARF research projects from other themes are directly relevant to this topic (SD11
04, SD11 09) and one NCCARF project is relevant to it to some degree (SD11 11) (See Box
4); one SIR research project (S3ABA1) is relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

•

One ARC project (DP120104797) and one VCCCAR research project are directly relevant to
this topic (VCCCAR2) and one VCCCAR research project is indirectly relevant to the topic
(VCCCAR8) (See Box 6).

Summary: While relatively limited research published on this topic since 2009 has been found,
several current research projects will contribute to knowledge about this topic.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 1.1 and maintain its ‘High’ priority.
1.2 How can planning approaches address the multiple objectives of urban adaptation to climate
change impacts, mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity conservation?
Dawson (2007) reported that integrated analysis of social, economic and environmental factors
would best support adaptation measures for urban systems. He noted that conventional engineering
approaches as well as planning, ﬁnancial and other instruments would be included, and that
significant challenges remained for this approach to become routine in urban planning and
governance. Agrawala et al. (2011) examined the feasibility of incorporating consideration of climate
change impacts and adaptation within existing processes for project design, approval, and
implementation - Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) being particularly relevant. Walsh et al.
(2011) describe an ‘urban integrated assessment facility’ that adopts a systems approach to urban
development and sustainability assessment and incorporates a multi-sectoral model of the regional
economy, a hierarchical city-scale spatial interaction model and capacity to assess climate impacts,
adaptation options and greenhouse gas emissions.
Current research:
•

Four NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI09 01, SI11 07, SI11 08, SI11 09) (See Box 3).

•

One NCCARF SIR research project (S3BAM1) is relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

•

One ARC research project (DP0987099) and one VCCCAR project are relevant to this topic
to some degree (VCCCAR5) (See Box 6).

Summary: There is apparently no recent Australian research published on this topic. However,
several NCCARF-commissioned and other research projects are relevant to the topic to some
extent. . Meeting combined mitigation and adaptation objectives will become more important as a
result of the Australian ‘Clean Energy Future’ program.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 1.2 but increase its priority from ‘Medium’ to
‘High’.
1.3 How can the governance of urban planning in Australia, including formal and informal rules,
nationally consistent approaches and guidelines and locally driven standards and outcomes, and the
institutions responsible for decision-making, be improved to facilitate planning processes and
outcomes which incorporate adaptation to climate change?
Alber and Kern (2008) proposed four governing modes of urban climate governance: self-governing,
governing through enabling, governing by provision and governing by authority. While these modes
are evident in urban mitigation initiatives, they found that further attention was required for
adaptation policies at the local level. Corfee-Morlot (2009) proposed a framework for multilevel
governance of urban systems to avoid policy gaps and encourage cross-scale learning.
In relation to the Australian context, Smith et al. (2010) found that integrated policy responses could
sensibly frame both aspirations for urban growth (especially related to housing) and the sustainable
adaptation of regional societies to the impacts of climate change. They concluded that despite some
concerns, “regional planning provides significant options to identify how national principles can be
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applied at the local level, especially for climate change response, including adaptation” Wallis and
Ison (2011) outlined how institutional complexity, including history and initial starting conditions,
gives rise to pathway dependencies and technological lock-in that can lead to the failure of new
institutions, including market mechanisms, that are formed to address emerging issues.
Governance for climate change adaptation was reported by Gurran et al. (2011) as a major concern
for local government.
Current research:
•

One NCCARF Settlements research theme project is directly relevant to this topic (SI11 01)
and several NCCARF projects are relevant to it to some degree (SI09 02, SI11 07, SI11 08,
SI11 09) (See Box 3).

•

Two NCCARF research projects from other themes are directly relevant to this topic (SD11
04, SD11 09) and three NCCARF project is relevant to it to some degree (SD11 10, SD11
11, SD11 12) (See Box 4) ); four SIR research projects (P1HCS4, S3AFL1, S3AFL2,
S3ABA1) is relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

•

One ARC research project (DP120104797) and two VCCCAR projects are relevant to this
topic to some degree (VCCCAR4, VCCCAR8) (See Box 6).

Summary: There has been relatively little research published against this research question in the
Australian context, and most authors note the need for further focussed research. Current research
should contribute to better understanding of governance issues and options.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 1.3 and retain its ‘High’ priority.
1.4 What are the particular planning needs of remote and Indigenous settlements under a changing
climate?
Green et al. (2009) summarised the current knowledge on climate change impacts in northern
Australia, with eight case studies. Several factors that exacerbate the vulnerability of many remote
Indigenous communities were identified: remoteness, poor health and education and
unemployment.
Current research:
•

Five NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI09 01, SI11 01, SI11 07, SI11 08, SI11 09) (See Box 3).

•

Two NCCARF research projects from other themes are directly relevant to this topic (SD11
05, IC11 01) and three NCCARF project is relevant to it to some degree (SD11 09, SD11 11,
SD11 12) (See Box 4) ); four SIR research projects (P1HCS1b, P1HCS6, P2LTA5, S3ABA1)
are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

•

Three ARC research projects (DP1093583, DP120104797, DP120103179) and three
VCCCAR projects are relevant to this topic to some degree (VCCCAR4, VCCCAR7,
VCCCAR8) (See Box 6).

Summary: Little published research has been found that focusses on this topic but current research
should help inform it.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 1.4 with a ‘High’ priority.
1.5 What information about urban and regional planning and climate change impacts, in what form
and at what resolution, should be publicly available? How should climate change impacts and
adaptation information be presented and made available to urban and regional planning decisionmakers?
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Booth et al. (2011) identified the importance of longer-term strategic planning and the need for
effective communication of information about climate change impacts for effective adaptation uptake
and outcomes. Gurran et al. (2011) noted that a key local government concern about adaptation
related to achieving effective local community understanding about specific areas of climate
vulnerability and support for adaptation initiatives, both of which require effective communication of
information.
Current research:
•

Five NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI09 01, SI09 02, SI11 01, SI11 07, SI11 08, SI11 09) (See Box 3).

•

Two NCCARF research projects from other themes are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 02, SD11 15) (See Box 4); two SIR research projects (P2FFS1, S3AFL2) are relevant
to this topic (See Box 5).

•

One ARC research project (DP120104797) and two VCCCAR projects (VCCCAR1,
VCCCAR2) are relevant to this topic to some degree (See Box 6).

Summary: Little research on this topic in the Australian context has been found and no research that
is focussed on this very specialised topic has been commissioned. However, some current research
should provide some insight about it.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 1.5 but increase its priority from ‘Medium’ to
‘High’ in view of the limited research and increased stakeholder concern about climate impacts.

NARP Section 3.2 Built environment: Priority research questions
2.1 What are the biophysical pathways (material failure, coastal erosion, etc.) by which climate
change is likely to damage buildings and infrastructure? What climate and other information is
needed to understand likely damages and how can this information be presented in a clear, useable
form to decision-makers?
Adaptation and adaptability are not new concepts in the built environment, with the term ‘building
adaptation’ being widely used to describe generic building modifications made in response to a
specified need that may or may not be climate-related (e.g. Teo and Lin 2010, 2011; Wilkinson et al.
2010). There is increasing but still limited research about climate change impacts on structural
integrity and adaptation, such as for concrete (e.g. Wang et al. 2012, Stewart et al. 2011a, BastidasArteaga et al. 2011) and wood (eg Wang and Wang 2012). Amitrano et al. (2007) reported
significant potential impacts of projected climate change for buildings and their occupants.
Regarding climate and other information needs, Dessai et al. (2004) and Adger et al. (2009)
have stressed that policy makers and others able to effect change and implement adaptive
strategies must not become bogged down in forecasting the precise level of climate extremes for
a given location. Ash (2010) reinforced this by highlighting that decisions can be made and are
made without accurate predictions of the future; it is better to use a range of plausible scenarios
combining climate projections and other factors to explore outcomes and risks rather than be
concerned about trying to predict exact climate outcomes. Kearns (2011) noted that the emerging
challenge for urban environmental researchers is to bring their knowledge to the attention of
decision-makers to avoid detrimental impacts. Morton et al. (2011a) discussed the implications of
patterns of innovation and resistance regarding the need for adaptation to climate change
impacts within the UK building industry.
Current research:
• Five NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI09 03, SI09 04, SI11 07, SI11 08, SI11 09) (See Box 3).
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• Four NCCARF research projects from other themes are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 12, SD11 17, IC11 01, IC11 02) (See Box 4); three SIR research projects (PIHCS1a,
PIHCS5, P2FFS1) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).
• Two ARC research projects (DP120104797, DE120100786) and two VCCCAR projects
(VCCCAR1, VCCCAR2, VCCCAR4, VCCCAR8) are relevant to this topic to some degree
(See Box 6).
Summary: This research stream is important, and is subject to ongoing research supported by
bodies concerned with structural integrity and related objectives. There is little research focussed on
how information can best be presented to decision-makers, with current research relevant to only a
limited degree.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 2.1 with a ‘Medium’ priority.
2.2 What are the design options and principles for adapting new buildings to climate change in
different locations and how can these be implemented?
Kwok and Rajkovich (2010) argued that climate change requires that both mitigation and adaptation
be included in US building codes and standards, and that thermal comfort standards be redefined.
Ren et al. (2011) proposed adaptation options for Australian residential buildings. Coley and
Kershaw (2010) report that the relationship between increases in internal and external temperatures
is linear, but that different architectures result in different constants of proportionality.
There is considerable research relevant to adaptation to climate change that was not performed for
this purpose, of which a typical example is Ip et al. (2010), who report on the value of vertical
deciduous climbing plant canopies for seasonal shading of buildings. Other research on building
design aims to promote sustainability, energy and material efficiency and other objectives, but will
help address climate change adaptation. However, in some locations and for some buildings and
structures the design options and principles for adaptation to climate change impacts may be
different from the options and principles for other objectives. Furthermore, Kearns (2011) argued
that climate change adaptation raises new, complex challenges for engineering, as exemplified by
the need to maintain rail line integrity in the face of extreme temperatures (Nguyen et al. 2012).
Current research:
• Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI09 04, SI11 02, SI11 03) (See Box 3).
• Four NCCARF research projects from other themes are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 06, SD11 17, IC11 02, EM09 06) (See Box 4); two NCCARF SIR research projects
(PIHCS1a, PIHCS4) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).
• Three ARC research projects (DP110104808, DP120103366, LP110100430) and one
Bushfire CRC research project (CRC-B) are relevant to this topic to some degree (See Box 6).
Summary: this research stream remains important as it will help avoid investment in long lived
structures that are not designed and constructed for potential future climate conditions.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 2.2 with a ‘High priority.
2.3 What are the design options and principles for adapting existing buildings to climate change in
different locations and how can these be implemented?
Stewart et al. (2011b) described an approach to predict the probability of corrosion and damage to
concrete buildings from higher CO2 concentrations and temperatures. Stewart et al. (2012)
recommended that climate adaptation for concrete buildings should include changes to design
procedures and requirements relating to concrete quality, cover thickness and barriers.
Current research:
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• Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic (SI09 04, SI11
02, SI11 03) (See Box 3).
• Three NCCARF research projects from other themes are relevant to this topic (SD11 06, IC11
02, EM09 06) and one is relevant to some degree (SD11 17) (See Box 4); two NCCARF SIR
research projects (PIHCS1a, P2FFS1) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).
• Three ARC research projects (DP110104808, DP120103366, LP110100430) and one
Bushfire CRC research project (CRC-B) are relevant to this topic (See Box 6).
Summary: This research stream is important, and relates to a wide range of structural types and
materials in many climate zones. For only some of these there does appear to be relevant research.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 2.3 with a ‘High’ priority.
2.4 What are the full life-cycle costs/ benefits of adapting the built environment and how can they be
reliably estimated? Who will bear these costs and who will benefit? What financial and other policy
instruments can be used to address equity impacts of these costs?
Carmichael and Balatbat (2010) reported that conventional investment appraisal for built
environment and infrastructure tends to be carried out deterministically, assuming that today’s
conditions will continue or trend into the future, supplemented in some cases with sensitivity or
scenario analysis to incorporate possible deviations. However, under climate change, such steady
state assumptions no longer hold. As future costs and benefits for built environment and
infrastructure are now inherently probabilistic, any investment appraisal must necessarily take
uncertainty into account. Three main choices for new infrastructure are possible: (i) build for today’s
conditions and abandon in the future because of climate change, whereby the longevity of the
infrastructure is restricted; (ii) build for today’s conditions with the view to being able to modify or
upgrade in the future, such that the infrastructure is tailored to the changing climate or adapts to the
changing climate; or (iii) build for future conditions whereby the infrastructure is overdesigned in the
near future but adequate for the longer term. Each choice represents different levels of feasibility.
Carmichael and Balatbat (2010) explored the different possible mechanisms by which feasibility
levels can be evaluated, including the feasibility associated with having flexible and adaptable
infrastructure, so that rational investment decisions can be made within the uncertainty introduced
by climate change. Carmichael et al. (2011) presented a method for estimating the value of a real
option using probabilistic present worth analysis and demonstrated how the method could be
applied to climate change adaptive decision making.
Thomson et al. (2011) reported on a case study for a 14 km length of a main road in the Solomon
Islands that is currently overtopped in a number of locations due to tides and tropical cyclone
events. The impacts on the road and community were projected to increase with the impacts of
climate change. A feasibility study of alternatives for the road found that no options were
economically justifiable if the effects of climate change were ignored. Several alternatives were,
however, justifiable when climate change was included in the analysis, even for the limited time
period 2010 to 2030. Thomson et al. (2011) reported that there is value and utility from including
climate change in the decision making process. Stewart and Wang (2011) assessed the financial
costs and benefits of risk management strategies for extreme wind events in Queensland.
Current research:
• Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic (SI09 04, SI11
02, SI11 03) (See Box 3).
• Three NCCARF research projects from other themes are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 06, SD11 11, SD11 17, IC11 02, EM09 06) (See Box 4); three NCCARF SIR research
projects (P2FFS1, S3AFL1, S3AFL2) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).
• One ARC research project (DP120102124) and one Bushfire CRC research project (CRC-B)
are relevant to this topic to some degree (See Box 6).
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Summary: Some research on methods for evaluating impacts of climate change on structures has
been undertaken and some is under way. However, the scale of public and private investment in
infrastructure and the importance of the services infrastructure provides requires that this topic
remains active.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 2.4 with a ‘High’ priority.
2.5 What additional information is needed concerning materials and loading to inform the
development of design standards that take appropriate account of future climate scenarios? At what
intervals should standards and tools (such as the Australian Rainfall and Runoff Handbook) be
reviewed to ensure that they provide effective guidance to decision-makers?
The Building Code of Australia (BCA) is updated regularly, based on new research and other
evidence (eg see ABCB 2010). As a result of recent major emergencies (e.g. bushfire, flood,
cyclone; see Box 1) the BCA is undertaking research to support future updates.
Current research:
• Two NCCARF SIR research projects (S3AFL1, S3AFL2) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).
Summary: This research theme will remain relevant on an ongoing basis, as further and better
climate, materials and other information becomes available.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 2.5 with a ‘Medium’ priority.

NARP Section 3.3 Vulnerable coastal communities: Priority research questions
3.1 How will demographic pressures and changes in different Australian coastal settlement types
affect (1) potential impacts of extreme and gradual climate change, and (2) current policy and
regulatory settings which govern the decision-making by government agencies, businesses and
individuals? How will planning for coastal climate change impacts respond to local circumstances?
DCCEE (2011) reported that the exposure of coastal assets in Australia to sea level rise associated
with climate change is widespread and that hazards will increase. Exposure will also increase as the
Australian population grows and as assets are increasingly located in the coastal zone. DCCEE
(2011) reported that more than $226 billion in commercial, industrial, road and rail, and residential
assets would be exposed to inundation and erosion hazards at a sea level rise of 1.1m. The report
concluded that “Decisions about future development, particularly in areas highly exposed to the
impacts of climate change, should not increase risk.” Geoscience Australia (2011) reported that all
of Australia’s major cities other than Canberra could be affected by rising sea levels, higher tides
and more frequent storms. The impacts of these changes are likely to be exacerbated by internal
migration to capital cities and non-metropolitan coastal areas (Hugo 2011). The Urban Digital
Elevation Model (UDEM) identifies low-lying areas in Melbourne, Sydney, Hunter and Central Coast
and South East Queensland that are vulnerable to sea level rise and associated inundation
(available via www.ozcoasts.gov.au).
Significant Australian social interests and values may also be at risk, such as surf lifesaving clubs
and the services they provide (Elrick et al. 2011). Gurran et al. (2011) reported that many local
governments in coastal Australia have begun to engage in climate change adaptation activities, and
Australia is gaining experience in regional coastal adaptation assessments and planning
(HCCREMS 2010). While larger local governments are able to provide resources to prepare for
climate adaptation, adaptation action in smaller jurisdictions may be limited by resource constraints,
including the capacity of local planning staff to adequately assess development proposals in
vulnerable locations. Effectiveness of these provisions in preparing coastal communities for the
impacts of climate change has been the subject of a House of Representatives enquiry
(Commonwealth of Australia 2009). Understanding current and potential roles for insurance is
critical (Sullivan 2010).
Current research:
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•

Five NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are directly relevant to this topic (SI09
01, SI09 02, SI11 01, SI11 08, SI11 09) and one NCCARF project is relevant to it to some
degree (SI09 05) (See Box 3).

•

Three NCCARF research projects from other themes are directly relevant to this topic (SD11
04, SD11 09, SD11 11) and two NCCARF projects are relevant to it to some degree (SD11
08, SD11 15) (See Box 4).

•

One ARC project (DP1093583) is directly relevant to this topic and one ARC project
(DP120102124) and three VCCCAR research projects (VCCCAR1, VCCCAR2, VCCCAR8)
are indirectly relevant to the topic (See Box 6).

Summary: This research question has received considerable attention and is the subject of several
current research projects that will be completed during 2013. While it will remain an important issue,
the specific research focus may be redefined once current research activities have been published.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 3.1 with a High priority
3.2 How do coastal communities perceive coastal vulnerability in different settlements and to what
extent is that influencing adaptive capacity now and likely to influence it in the future under scenarios
of climate change?
Coastal communities may be faced with trade-offs between environmental, amenity, health and
property protection, and there are inevitably different opinions about the most suitable outcomes
(e.g. Leitch, 2010). Recent studies of the value of Australia’s coastline and beaches, (e.g. Victoria
(URS 2007), Sydney (Anning et al. 2009), Gold Coast (GCCM 2010; Lazarow 2009; Raybould and
Lazarow 2009) and Adelaide, illustrate the increased interest and investment in understanding the
economic value of coastal assets. In addition to studies focussed on beaches, marine ecosystems
such as the Great Barrier Reef have also been well studied in terms of the economic value of the
associated tourism and fisheries (Oxford Economics 2009). These studies indicate the high value
placed by the community on the beaches and coastline for recreational purposes. DCC (2009a)
noted that engaging affected communities in discussing coastal vulnerability is critical to achieving
effective outcomes.
Current research:
•

Five NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI11 02, SI11 08, SI11 09) (See Box 3).

•

One NCCARF research project from other themes is directly relevant to this topic (SD11 04)
and five NCCARF projects are relevant to it to some degree (SD11 02, SD11 03, SD11 10,
SD11 15, SD11 17) (See Box 4); two NCCARF SIR research projects (PIHCS2, P2LTA5) are
relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

•

One ARC project (DP120104797) and two VCCCAR research projects (VCCCAR2,
VCCCAR8) are relevant to the topic to some extent (See Box 6).

Summary: The influence of stakeholder and decision-maker perception of climate change impacts,
vulnerability and adaptation on adaptive capacity and adaptation actions is common to all themes,
and forms an important component of NCCARF’s SEID research portfolio. However, as each theme
has unique factors that need to be understood for effective adaptation to occur, and as the
implications of climate change impacts on coastal areas become more evident, further research will
be required.
Update outcomes: Retain Priority research question 3.2 but increase from a ‘Medium’ to a ‘High’
priority.
3.3 How well do we understand the relationship between climate and coastal processes? How can
methods currently used to determine the physical risk on a regional basis of extreme inundation and
coastal erosion from climatic and oceanic processes, either singularly or in combination, be
improved and new methods developed and applied?
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An assessment of the vulnerability of coastal areas to climate change (DCC 2009a) identified
regions of high, moderate and low risk. A second-level assessment (DCC 2009b) incorporated
geomorphic shoreline characteristics allowing for soft shorelines to adjust landward with sea level
rise. This second assessment has been criticised on the basis that, where valued assets or property
are indicated to be at risk a higher level of accuracy is required.
Carley et al. (2008) provided an example of this higher level detail for Clarence, Tasmania, showing
hazard lines in relation to existing assets and development. The integration of socioeconomic and
coastal engineering studies is described in Carley et al. (2009), using the IEAust NCCOE 2004
“Guidelines for Responding to the Effects of Climate Change in Coastal and Ocean Engineering”,
which is currently being updated. Shand et al. (2011a) completed a detailed review and analysis of
large to extreme storm wave events around the Australian coastline. Understanding these large
wave events, particularly when they coincide with high water levels, is required to quantify extreme
beach erosion and inundation, design of near shore infrastructure, and for climate change
adaptation planning.
Current research:
•

One NCCARF Settlements research theme project (SI09 05) is directly relevant to this topic
and two projects are relevant to the topic to some degree (SI09 06, SI11 08, SI11 09) (See
Box 3).

One NCCARF research projects from other themes is relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 11) (See Box 4).
Summary: Several major Australian studies have improved knowledge of coastal vulnerability to sea
level risk and changed storm characteristics resulting from climate change. However, there is little
published research on the core elements of this priority research question, and further research will
be required for specific vulnerable or important locations. DCC (2009a) noted the need for further
research on the magnitude of coastal risk, and for further work on capacity building for local
government and interjurisdictional cooperation. Only one current research project appears to be
directly relevant to this topic.
•

•

Update outcomes: Retain Priority research question 3.3 with a ‘High’ priority.
3.4 Better information is needed about hydro-dynamic processes and interrelationships with
sediment supply over time, including thresholds and tipping points that could result in fundamental
landform changes. What is the switchover point from accreting to erosion? How soon is it likely to
happen? What are the locations at greatest risk?
Various sediment process models are in common use for estimating beach erosion during storm
events – these include the established models SBEACH, LITPACK, UNIBEST, and the more recent
XBEACH and CSHORE models (Kobayashi et al. 2010, Splinter et al. 2011). However, process
based beach erosion/accretion models cannot simulate long time periods (e.g. 50 to 100 years)
including projections of sea level rise (Kobayashi et al. 2011). The development of a process-based
numerical model able to assess the long-term performance of a beach in a changing climate is one
of the goals for the major European research project THESEUS (see www.theseusproject.eu).
Mather and Stretch (2011) have verified aspects of existing wave run-up models and improved other
aspects to enable better predictions for extreme waves. Kobayashi et al. (2010) report that a
hydrodynamic model that included suspended-sand and bedload transport rates predicted
overwashed-dune profiles reasonably well, but needed further evaluation. Figlus et al. (2010)
reported that the transition from minor to major overwash of dunes is fairly rapid and that the
resilience of dunes against destruction by wave-induced overwash depends on their geometry.
Wang et al. (2010d, 2011) examined coastal inundation incorporating the various components of
surge and wave effects in elevated water levels for a case study in south east Queensland. Extreme
water levels arising from astronomical tides and storm surge could be considered to be independent
in NSW but wave height and storm surge (tidal residual) cannot be assumed independent (Shand et
al. 2011b). An interaction between extreme rainfall and storm surge can be detected at several
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locations on Australia’s East Coast, and is influenced by factors such as storm burst duration and
the time between an extreme rainfall even and an extreme storm surge event (Westra 2011).
Current research:
•

One NCCARF Settlements research theme project (SI09 05) is directly relevant to this topic
(See Box 3).

Summary: This research theme will require ongoing attention.
Update outcomes: Retain Priority research question 3.4 with a ‘Medium’ priority.

NARP Section 3.4 Infrastructure: Priority research questions
4.1 What is the vulnerability of infrastructure (individual and interlinked critical sectors) to existing
and predicted climate change conditions at various spatial scales, considering average and extreme
weather conditions? How can climate-induced service or structural failure thresholds for
infrastructure and services be identified in light of the inherent uncertainty in climate projections?
Stewart et al. (2012) reported that one in six steel reinforced concrete structures may experience
additional and costly carbonation-induced corrosion damage by 2100 and provided assessments of
the effectiveness of adaptation measures for new and used buildings, bridges and other concrete
structures. They recommended changes to design procedures and requirements relating to concrete
quality, cover thickness and barriers.
Current research:
•

Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are directly relevant to this topic (SI09
03, SI09 06, SI11 04, SI11 05) (See Box 3).

•

Two NCCARF research projects from other themes are directly relevant to this topic (SD11
04, SD11 09) and one NCCARF project is relevant to it to some degree (SD11 11) (See Box
4); six NCCARF SIR research projects (P2LTA5, P2LTA6, P2FFS1, S3AFL1, S3AFL2,
S3BIB2) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

One ARC project (DE120102428) and one VCCCAR research project (VCCCAR6) are
directly relevant to this topic and two ARC projects (DP110104808, DP120100338) and one
Infrastructure CRC project (CRC – IEAM) are relevant to the topic to some degree (See Box
6).
Summary: This topic will require ongoing research to generate more specific information.
•

•

Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 4.1 with a ‘High’ priority.
4.2 What impacts on key infrastructure may have downstream or cascading impacts during extreme
climate events, and how might these impacts be avoided?
Warren (2010) found a divergence between current scientific data relating to potential effects of
climate change on the built environment and the level of disaster planning and organisational
resilience to extreme weather events. He provided an overview of the recent changes in disaster
occurrence and the potential for increasing climate-related crisis and disasters which have potential
to significantly compromise the ongoing use of an organisation's facilities. The paper concluded that
facilities managers need to be proactive in their risk assessment and disaster planning.
KPMG (2011) reported that climate change is the outstanding risk for Australia with respect to both
likelihood and severity, with a key interconnected risk being ‘infrastructure fragility’, resulting from
underinvestment.
ATSE (2008) identified various inter-dependencies in key infrastructure at risk under extreme
weather and climate change. The Critical Infrastructure Program for Modelling and Analysis
(CIPMA) project, funded by the Commonwealth Attorney Generals department, is currently
examining the role of critical infrastructure and the various interdependencies across sectors.
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Barker and Haimes (2009) showed that a dynamic inoperability input-output model (DIIM) could
quantify inoperability following a disruptive event. The model could quantify the efficacy of
preparedness strategies for interconnected sectors of the economy and enable decision makers to
focus on sensitive infrastructure sectors for the development of preparedness strategies. LaPorte
(2007) argues for the initiation of a public discussion about the level of distress that a society is
willing to accept in the pursuit of efficient, reliable critical infrastructures. QUT (2010) reported that
heat event analysis for service continuity needs to be system wide to explicitly account for cascading
effects.
Current research:
•

Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are directly relevant to this topic (SI09
06, SI11 04, SI11 05, SI11 06) (See Box 3).

•

Two ARC projects (DP1093583, DE120102428) and one VCCCAR research project
(VCCCAR6) are directly relevant to this topic (See Box 6).

Summary: This research priority requires further investigation.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 4.2 with a ‘High’ priority.
4.3 What design standards (ARI and/or AEP) and planning periods for the various infrastructure
components should be adopted for particular locations and over what time-frames?
DCCEE (2012), in examining the regulatory framework of some of Australia’s most important
infrastructure, identified a number of key elements that could hinder adaptation to climate change.
They include lack of explicit or implicit recognition of the need for adaptation, poor opportunities for
retrospective regulation, inadequate or inconsistent information on climate risks, inability to review
regulations or standards with sufficient frequency, and weakness of enforcement mechanisms.
Pursiainen (2010) noted the limits of government regulation to protect infrastructure that is mostly
owned and operated by private actors.
Current research:
•

Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic (SI09 03, SI09
06, SI11 04) (See Box 3).

•

One NCCARF SIR research project (P1HCS1a) is relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

Two ARC projects (DE120102428) and one VCCCAR research project (VCCCAR6) are
relevant to this topic (See Box 6).
Summary: There has been little research published on this topic, and little research appears to focus
directly on it.
•

•

Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 4.3 with a ‘High’ priority.
4.4 What financial analysis tools will allow longer planning periods and climate change adaptation
options to be realistically evaluated and ranked?
Flood and Cahoon (2011) explore the potential vulnerability of wastewater collection systems in
several coastal communities in North Carolina to changes in sea level. They conclude that costs of
adapting to sea-level rise must include the costs of upgrading existing sewage collection and
treatment systems and/or the costs of alternative waste treatment systems for new coastal
development. Similar logic should be applied to drainage systems, power distribution, transport links
and public buildings/amenities. Agrawala et al. (2010) noted that estimates of adaptation costs have
a number of limitations, including being static (ie estimated for a specific year), unable to
differentiate between investments and resulting benefits and not linked with mitigation policies and
investments. The papers by Carmichael et al. (2011) and Carmichael and Balatbat (2010) previously
discussed (see NARP Priority Question 2.4 in Section 3.4 of this report) are relevant.
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Current research:

•

•

Four NCCARF Settlements research theme projects (SI09 03, SI09 06, SI11 04, SI11 05)
are relevant to this topic to some degree (See Box 3).

•

Three NCCARF research projects (SD11 11, SD11 12, SD11 17) from other themes are
relevant to this topic to some degree (See Box 4); one NCCARF SIR research project
(S3BIB2) is relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

• One ARC project (DP120102124) is relevant to this topic to some degree (See Box 6).
Summary: Little published research has been found on this topic. Several current NCCARF projects
are relevant to the topic to some degree.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 4.4 with a ‘Medium’ priority.
4.5 What are the best tools and mechanisms for adaptive planning of management regimes for
infrastructure and assets?
DEFRA (2011) set out nine ’Headline challenges’ for ensuring infrastructure was prepared for a
changing climate, within the UK context:
• How Government can facilitate progress in adapting national infrastructure to the impacts of
climate change.
• How to set out the challenge of adapting to climate change in economic regulatory models.
• How the planning system for nationally signiﬁcant infrastructure can guide applicants on the
need to adapt new infrastructure to the impacts of climate change.
• How to reduce the risk that climate change impacts present to infrastructure
interdependencies, increasing the vulnerability of infrastructure sectors.
• How to increase the adaptive capacity in infrastructure companies and others (e.g. investors)
to enable robust and cost effective climate change adaptation decisions to be made.
• How to improve the way investment decisions incorporate the impacts of climate change.
• How to improve access by industry to speciﬁc climate information and research through better
information sharing, disclosure of risk and evidence.
• How to monitor progress made in adapting national infrastructure to climate change.
• How to realise the potential economic opportunities that adapting national infrastructure to
climate change presents.
Headland (2011) outlines a method for staged investment decision making for adapting major
coastal infrastructure to sea level rise. The method is equally applicable to other aspects of climate
change and other infrastructure. Philp and Taylor (2011) advocate the concept of resilience as the
basis for the development of transport adaptation strategies for climate change. Linninlueke et al.
(2012) proposes a comprehensive conceptual framework of organizational adaptation and resilience
to extreme weather events for addressing the effects of ecological discontinuities in organizational
research and strategic decision-making.
Current research:
•

One NCCARF Settlements research theme project (SI09 03) is directly relevant to this topic
and three projects (SI09 06, SI11 04, SI11 05) are relevant to this topic to some degree (See
Box 3).

Two NCCARF research projects (SD11 11, SD11 12) from other themes are relevant to this
topic to some degree (See Box 4); five NCCARF SIR research projects (PIHCS4, P2LTA5,
P2LTA6, S3AFL1, S3AFL2) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).
Summary: This research topic will require ongoing attention. NCCARF has commissioned several
projects that are relevant to this topic to some extent.
•

•

Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 4.5 with a ‘Medium’ priority.

NARP Section 3.5: Cross-cutting Issues: Priority research questions
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5.1 What would a climate-adapted Australian settlement look like?
No published research about this Priority research question for Australia has been found.
Current research:
•

Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are directly relevant to this topic (SI11
07, SI11 08, SI11 09) and three NCCARF projects are relevant to it to some degree (SI09
01, SI09 02, SI11 06) (See Box 3).

•

One NCCARF research project from other themes is relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 05) (See Box 4); two NCCARF SIR research projects (PIHCS7, PIHCS7) are relevant
to this topic (See Box 5).

•

Two ARC projects (DP109358, DP120104797) are relevant to the topic to some degree (See
Box 6), CSIRO project area FRA3 is relevant to this topic (See Box 7).

Summary: No published research that is focussed on this topic appears to be available, but several
NCCARF projects are due to be completed by March 2013. This research area may benefit from
refinement once the current NCCARF research projects have been completed.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 5.1 but reduce its priority from ‘High’ to ‘Medium’.
5.2 How can communities’ (of place/interest) expectations, behaviour and capacity in relation to
climate change be influenced and what measures need to be used?
Hobson and Neimeyer (2011) reported on the utility and limitations of ‘public deliberative platforms’
for fostering adaptation capacity to climate change, but recommended caution in light of outcomes
observed in the ACT. Sutton and Tobin (2011) reported on factors affecting the engagement of
Australian residents in climate change impacts and adaptation for the Great Barrier Reef, finding
constraints to be lack of knowledge about actions they could take, lack of time, and other priorities.
Poortinga et al. (2011) investigated public scepticism about climate change in the UK, and
discussed the implications of their findings for climate change communication and engagement.
Aitken et al. (2011) examined associations between perceptions of powerlessness and the
commons dilemma in New Zealand in relation to other barriers to action to mitigate climate change,
including uncertainty and perceived risk. Howe (2011) examined business preparedness for climate
change impacts in Florida (USA) and recommended that risk communication efforts should focus on
specific elements that predict business preparedness. Corner and Randall (2011) found that
although the effectiveness of social marketing to achieve specific behavioural goals is wellsupported empirically, social marketing alone is insufficient to build support for the ambitious policy
changes and interventions that will be required to address climate change. Gifford and Comeau
(2011) found that motivational framing raised public competence, engagement and behavioural
intentions in relation to climate change more effectively than sacrifice framing. Barr et al. (2011)
found that people’s attitudes and underlying social practices vary between social settings.
Current research:
•

No projects in NCCARF Settlements research theme are relevant to this topic (See Box 3).

•

One NCCARF research project from other themes is relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 02, SD11 10, SD11 15) (See Box 4); five NCCARF SIR research projects (PIHCS1a,
PIHCS2, P2LTA5, P2LTA6, P2FFS1) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

Two VCCCAR projects (VCCCAR2, VCCCAR8) are relevant to the topic to some degree
(See Box 6).
Summary: This topic will remain important. Several NCCARF projects that are relevant to it will
report in early 2013.
•

•

Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 5.2 with a ‘Medium’ priority.
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5.3 What are the barriers to adaptation planning in urban areas and how can factors that contribute
to maladaptive decision-making be minimised or removed?
Morton et al. (2011b) reported that uncertainty is not a barrier to climate change action, so long as
communicators frame climate change messages to promote caution in the face of uncertainty.
Winkelman et al. (2009) reported that adapting US transportation systems and infrastructure to
climate change would require:
•

a transportation community prepared to address climate change,

•

top level leadership that provides clarity for policy direction,

•

climate change focussed partnerships across all governance levels including private
industry,

•

increased assistance and guidance to grow institutional capacity for climate change,

•

synergies among goals and projects across all governance levels and private industry, and

•

new funding for adaptation projects

Barnett and O’Neill (2010) defined and explained five key dimensions of mal-adaptation, and
discussed them in reference to response to water stress in Melbourne.
McDonald (2011) reported that legal institutions and instruments can facilitate adaptation, including
establishing new market mechanisms and funding arrangements for climate change impacts and
adaptation. However, she found that some characteristics of legal institutions, processes, and
principles may hinder adaptation. She concluded that legal processes and instruments need to
become more adaptive and responsive in themselves.
The Productivity Commission’s Public Inquiry into Barriers to Effective Climate Adaptation is relevant
to this topic and will report in late 2012.
Current research:
•

One NCCARF Settlements research theme project is relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI11 01) (See Box 3).

•

One NCCARF research project from other themes is relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 04) (See Box 4); six NCCARF SIR research projects (PIHCS6, P2FFS1, S3AUN1,
S3AUN2, S3AFL2, S3BST2) are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

Two VCCCAR projects (VCCCAR1, VCCCAR2, VCCCAR3) are relevant to the topic to
some degree (See Box 6).
Summary: Virtually no relevant published research on this topic has been found. While NCCARF
has not commissioned any research directly focussed on this topic, several NCCARF projects are
related to barriers to adaptation in urban areas in general, and strategies to address these.
•

•

Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 5.3 with a ‘Medium’ priority.
5.4 What tools/methods for managing data and information are needed for identifying tipping points
and for assisting decision-making in relation to climate change?
Park et al. (2012) reported that an Adaptation Action Cycles approach would enable incremental and
transformative adaptation to be conceptualised as a continuous process. Anderies (2011) argued in
favour of studying the ways social-ecological systems restructure as a result of global environmental
change, especially where this increases the systems’ fragilities, in order to be better able to cope
with uncertainties and surprises.
Jones and Preston (2011) noted that reorienting adaptation from an assessment focused on
‘anthropogenic climate change to broader issues of vulnerability/resilience, sustainable development
and disaster risk …’ might draw on existing community, profession and personal understanding and
incorporate existing agendas, knowledge, risks, and issues.
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Current research:
•

One NCCARF research project from other themes is relevant to this topic to some degree
(SD11 12) (See Box 4).

•

Nine NCCARF SIR research projects (PIHCS4, PIHCS5, PIHCS7, S3AFL2, S3AUN1,
S3AUN2, P2LTA5, P2LTA6, S3BWT1) are relevant to this topic to some degree (See Box
5).

•

One ARC project (DP1093583) and one VCCCAR project (VCCCAR3) are relevant to the
topic to some degree (See Box 6).

Summary: This research area will remain important as adaptation planning, management and
response embraces a systems approach to the complexity.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 5.4 with a ‘Medium’ priority.
5.5 What sectors of society are most vulnerable and least able to adapt to climate change in urban,
regional and remote settlements? What is the nature of those vulnerabilities and the barriers to
adaptation? How can physical, social, economic and institutional factors reduce their vulnerability
and increase their adaptive capacity? At what spatial and temporal scales should adaptation
responses for vulnerable communities be developed?
The ACCARNSI Discussion paper “Ageing, the built environment and adaptation to climate change”
by Harvison et al. (2011) reported that population ageing and climate change were two pressing
issues for Australia, but that little attention had been given to the relationship between the two or the
role of the built environment in ameliorating or amplifying impacts. Key findings included:
•

heatwaves are the most immediate threat to public health and ageing, heat sensitive
infrastructure;

•

an older person’s sensitivity and risk of injury or loss increases in proportion to their level of
physical and/or cognitive impairment, level of social isolation and financial dependency;

•

supporting older persons to maintain good health and physically active is thus a key strategy in
building resilience to and reducing vulnerability to climate change;

•

communication with older cohorts needs to take account of their reliance on traditional modes of
communication;

•

local government can play a key role in developing adaptive capacity to climate change impacts
in response to local impacts, circumstances and opportunities;

•

adaption of existing building stock for climate change for ageing-in-place presents as a more
significant issue within the Australian context than new development;

•

mainstream housing should be designed for disability access and/or incorporating adaptive
capacity for ageing-in-place; and

•

creating ‘age-friendly’ environments will reducing the sensitivity of older persons to the impacts
of climate change.

Green et al. (2009) reported that climate change will exacerbate may of the existing challenges
faced by Indigenous people in northern Australia, including remoteness, poor health, inadequate
infrastructure, limited opportunities for education or employment and low incomes. They
recommended that adaptation strategies should be prepared in collaboration and partnership with
the Indigenous communities and relevant government and other organisations, with a view to
increasing the resilience of these communities.
The impacts of climate change, and the vulnerability of poor communities to climate change, vary
greatly, but generally, climate change is superimposed on existing vulnerabilities.
(http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/60/27/2502872.pdf)
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Current research:
•

One NCCARF Settlements research theme project is relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI11 06) (See Box 3).

•

Two NCCARF research projects from other themes directly relevant to this topic (SD11 02,
SD11 03) (See Box 4); three NCCARF SIR research projects (PIHCS4, P2FFS1, S3AFL1)
are relevant to this topic (See Box 5).

•

One ARC project (DP120104797) is relevant to the topic to some degree (See Box 6).

Summary: Little published research has been found on this topic. Several current research projects
commissioned by NCCARF are relevant to this topic, but given its scope it should remain a priority.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 5.5 with a ‘High’ priority.
5.6 To what extent can geological/geomorphic/historical/ traditional/local knowledge be best applied
to assessing vulnerability of existing settlements under different climate change scenarios?
Green et al. (2010a) suggested that Indigenous observations of seasonal change might fill gaps in
climate data for tropical northern Australia and contribute to forming adaptation strategies. Fischer et
al. (2011) reported that ‘folk psychology’ beliefs, such as that people in general are self-centred,
need to be addressed to gain public acceptance for policies relating to complex matters like climate
change. Armitage et al. (2011) reported on three co-management cases in the Canadian Arctic and
highlighted the importance of several factors: long-term commitment to institution building, an
environment that supports the processes associated with knowledge co-production and the value of
diverse modes of communication, deliberation and social interaction.
Current research:
•

Three NCCARF Settlements research theme projects are relevant to this topic to some degree
(SI11 07, SI11 08, SI11 09) (See Box 3).

•

Two NCCARF research project from other themes are relevant to this topic (SD11 05, SD11 10,
IC11 01) (See Box 4).

•

Two VCCCAR projects (VCCCAR7, VCCCAR8) are relevant to the topic to some degree (See
Box 6).

Summary: Little published research has been found on this topic. Several current research projects
commissioned by NCCARF are relevant to this topic to some extent, but given the scope of the topic
it should remain a priority.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 5.6 with a ‘High’ priority.
5.7 How can communication of climate change impacts and uncertainties be improved and
communities be engaged in adaptive responses for settlements and infrastructure?
Hoffman et al. (2011) proposed a classification scheme for impacts and adaptation information
comprising (a) studies classified in relation to the type of adaptation-relevant results they produce
and (b) a hierarchical classification in relation to their regional and thematic context.
Current research:
•

Seven NCCARF SIR research projects (PIHCS2, PIHCS4, PIHCS5, PIHCS6, S3AUN1,
S3AUN2, S3BCM1) are relevant to this topic to some extent (See Box 5).

•

Four VCCCAR projects (VCCCAR1, VCCCAR2, VCCCAR7, VCCCAR8) are relevant to the
topic to some degree (See Box 6).
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Summary: Little published research has been found on this topic. Given the scope of the topic it
should remain a priority.
Update outcome: Retain Priority research question 5.7 but increase priority from ‘Medium’ to ‘High’.
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5. CHANGES TO PRIORITY RESEARCH QUESTIONS IN THE
SETTLEMENTS AND INFRASTRUCTURE NARP
The revision has resulted in changes to the Research Questions of the Settlements NARP as
follows:
• Four research priorities have been increased from ‘Medium’ to ‘High’ priority:
1.2 How can planning approaches address the multiple objectives of urban adaptation to
climate change impacts, mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity
conservation?
1.5 What information about urban and regional planning and climate change impacts, in what
form and at what resolution, should be publicly available? How should climate change
impacts and adaptation information be presented and made available to urban and
regional planning decision-makers?
3.2 How do coastal communities perceive coastal vulnerability in different settlements and to
what extent is that influencing adaptive capacity now and likely to influence it in the future
under scenarios of climate change?
5.7 How can communication of climate change impacts and uncertainties be improved and
communities be engaged in adaptive responses for settlements and infrastructure?
•

One research priority focussed on climate change impacts has been reduced from ‘High’ to
‘Medium’ priority:
1.1

What would a climate-adapted Australian settlement look like?
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6. ACRONYMS
ACCARNSI

Adaptation Research Network for Settlements and Infrastructure

ARC

Australian Research Council

ARGP

Adaptation Research Grant Program (Commonwealth Funding to support adaptation
research commissioned against priorities identified in NARPs)

BCA

Building Code of Australia

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

COAG

Council of Australian Governments

DCC

Department of Climate Change

DCCEE

Department of Climate Change and Energy Efficiency

HCCREMS

Hunter & Central Coast Regional Environmental Management Strategy

NARP

National Climate Change Adaptation Research Plan

NCCARF

National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility

UDEM

Urban Digital Elevation Model

VCCCAR

Victorian Centre Climate Change for Adaptation Research
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7. HIGH PRIORITY RESEARCH QUESTIONS (2012)
Urban planning and management
1.1 How can existing urban planning principles and practices accommodate climate change and the
uncertainty of climate change impacts? How should these principles and practices differ, based on the
location and spatial scale of the settlement? What can we learn about the adaptive capacity of
settlements from responses to stresses in the past?
1.2 How can planning approaches address the multiple objectives of urban adaptation to climate change
impacts, mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity conservation?
1.3 How can the governance of urban planning in Australia, including formal and informal rules, nationally
consistent approaches and guidelines, and locally driven standards and outcomes, and the institutions
responsible for decision-making, be improved to facilitate planning processes and outcomes which
incorporate adaptation to climate change?
1.4 What are the particular planning needs of remote and Indigenous settlements under a changing climate?
1.5 What information about urban and regional planning and climate change impacts, in what form and at what
resolution, should be publicly available? How should climate change impacts and adaptation information
be presented and made available to urban and regional planning decision-makers?
Built environment
2.2 What are the design options and principles for adapting new buildings to climate change in different
locations and how can these be implemented?
2.3 What are the design options and principles for adapting existing buildings to climate change in different
locations and how can these be implemented?
2.4 What are the full life-cycle costs and benefits of adapting the built environment and how can they be
reliably estimated? Who will bear these costs and who will benefit? What financial and other policy
instruments can be used to address equity impacts of these costs?
Vulnerable coastal communities
3.1 How will demographic pressures and changes in different Australian coastal settlement types affect (1)
potential impacts of extreme and gradual climate change, and (2) current policy and regulatory settings
which govern the decision-making by government agencies, businesses and individuals? How will
planning for coastal climate change impacts respond to local circumstances?
3.2 How do coastal communities perceive coastal vulnerability in different settlements and to what extent is
that influencing adaptive capacity now and likely to influence it in the future under scenarios of climate
change?
3.3 How well do we understand the relationship between climate and coastal processes? How can methods
currently used to determine the physical risk on a regional basis of extreme inundation and coastal
erosion from climatic and oceanic processes, either singularly or in combination, be improved and new
methods developed and applied?
Infrastructure
4.1 What is the vulnerability of infrastructure (individual and interlinked critical sectors) to existing and
predicted climate change conditions at various spatial scales, considering average and extreme weather
conditions? How can climate-induced service or structural failure thresholds for infrastructure and
services be identified in light of the inherent uncertainty in climate projections?
4.2 What impacts on key infrastructure may have downstream or cascading impacts during extreme climate
events, and how might these impacts be avoided?
4.3 What design standards (ARI and/or AEP) and planning periods for the various infrastructure components
should be adopted for particular locations and over what time-frames?
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Cross-cutting issues
5.5 What sectors of society are most vulnerable and least able to adapt to climate change in urban, regional
and remote settlements? What is the nature of those vulnerabilities and the barriers to adaptation? How
can physical, social, economic and institutional factors reduce their vulnerability and increase their
adaptive capacity? At what spatial and temporal scales should adaptation responses for vulnerable
communities be developed?
5.6 To what extent can geological/geomorphic/historical/traditional/local knowledge be best applied to
assessing vulnerability of existing settlements under different climate change scenarios?
5.7 How can communication of climate change impacts and uncertainties be improved and communities be
engaged in adaptive responses for settlements and infrastructure?
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APPENDIX 1: CRITERIA FOR SETTING RESEARCH PRIORITIES
The criteria listed below are used to prioritise Priority research questions for all the NARPs:.
1. Severity of potential impact to be avoided or degree of potential benefit to be derived
(essential)
2. Immediacy of required intervention or response (essential)
3. Need to change current intervention and practicality of alternative intervention (essential)
4. Potential for co-benefit (desirable)
5. Cross-sectoral relevance (desirable)
6. Equity considerations (desirable).
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APPENDIX 2: RESEARCH PRIORITISATION TABLE
Essential
RESEARCH TOPIC

Desirable

Severity or
benefit

Immediacy

Need to
change
intervention /
practicality

Potential cobenefits

Crosssectoral
relevance

Equity
considerations

Priority
ranking

Medium

High

Yes

Yes

Yes

High

Yes

High

1.

Urban planning and management

1.1

How can existing urban planning principles
and practices accommodate climate change
and the uncertainty of climate change
impacts? How should these principles and
practices differ, based on the location and
spatial scale of the settlement? What can
we learn about the adaptive capacity of
settlements from responses to stresses in
the past?

High

How can planning approaches address the
multiple objectives of urban adaptation to
climate change impacts, mitigation of
greenhouse gas emissions and biodiversity
conservation?

Medium

1.3

How can the governance of urban planning
in Australia, including formal and informal
rules, nationally consistent approaches and
guidelines and locally driven standards and
outcomes, and the institutions responsible
for decision-making, be improved to
facilitate planning processes and outcomes
which incorporate adaptation to climate
change?

High

High

High

1.4

What are the particular planning needs of
remote and Indigenous settlements under a
changing climate?

High

High

High

1.2

Overall

Considerable
research is currently
under way

High

This is a very
complex issue

Enhance
public
health

High

Very High

Commonwealth
Carbon program
likely to affect
urban and
regional land
use patterns

Planning actions
can most
effectively link
multiple needs

Yes

High

Medium

Very High
Little effort has
been made to
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High

Essential
RESEARCH TOPIC

1.5

What information about urban and regional
planning and climate change impacts, in
what form and at what resolution, should be
publicly available? How should climate
change impacts and adaptation information
be presented and made available to urban
and regional planning decision-makers?

Severity or
benefit

High

Immediacy

Medium

Information is the
basis for sound
decision making
at all levels.

2.

Built environment

2.1

What are the biophysical pathways
(material failure, coastal erosion, etc) by
which climate change is likely to damage
buildings and infrastructure? What climate
and other information is needed to
understand likely damages and how can
this information be presented in a clear,
useable form to decision-makers?

High

2.2

What are the design options and principles
for adapting new buildings to climate
change in different locations and how can
these be implemented?

2.3

What are the design options and principles
for adapting existing buildings to climate
change in different locations and how can
these be implemented?

Desirable
Need to
change
intervention /
practicality

High

Potential cobenefits

Equity
considerations

Yes

Yes

High

This is a very
practical option
for reducing
damage to the
built environment
and highlighting
adaptation
choices.

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

High

Public acceptance
and equity demand
information be
available.

Medium

Medium

Early identification of
likely impacts
enables many to be
avoided through
suitable building
design and adaptive
action.

Priority
ranking

address long-term
needs of these
communities

Recent extreme
events have
highlighted the
need to resolve
the availability of
information.
Medium

Crosssectoral
relevance

Overall

High

Yes

Vast numbers of
existing buildings lack
provision for the
impacts of climate
change
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High

High

Essential
RESEARCH TOPIC

Desirable

Severity or
benefit

Immediacy

Need to
change
intervention /
practicality

2.4

What are the full life-cycle costs/ benefits of
adapting the built environment and how can
they be reliably estimated? Who will bear
these costs and who will benefit? What
financial and other policy instruments can
be used to address equity impacts of these
costs?

High

Medium

High

2.5

What additional information is needed
concerning materials and loading to inform
the development of design standards that
take appropriate account of future climate
scenarios? At what intervals should
standards and tools (such as the Australian
Rainfall and Runoff Handbook) be reviewed
to ensure that they provide effective
guidance to decision-makers?

High

Medium

Medium

3.

Vulnerable coastal communities

3.1

How will demographic pressures and
changes in different Australian coastal
settlement types affect (1) potential impacts
of extreme and gradual climate change, and
(2) current policy and regulatory settings
which govern the decision-making by
government agencies, businesses and
individuals? How will planning for coastal
climate change impacts respond to local
circumstances?

3.2

How do coastal communities perceive
coastal vulnerability in different settlements
and to what extent is that influencing

High

Crosssectoral
relevance

Equity
considerations

Priority
ranking

High

High

Medium

High

High

Population
growth in
vulnerable
coastal areas is
projected to
increase
dramatically over
the next 20–30
years

Planning reforms in
many states provide
opportunities to
address issues of
population pressure
in areas potentially
subject to impacts of
climate change Some
research has been
done or is under way
for this research topic

High

Medium

Important to
achieve

Potential cobenefits

Overall

Generally of longer
term significance

High

High

Yes

Yes

Better
understanding of
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High

Essential
RESEARCH TOPIC

3.3

Severity or
benefit

Immediacy

Desirable
Need to
change
intervention /
practicality

Potential cobenefits

Crosssectoral
relevance

Overall
Equity
considerations

Priority
ranking

adaptive capacity now and likely to
influence it in the future under scenarios of
climate change?

effective
adaptation
outcomes

How well do we understand the relationship
between climate and coastal processes?
How can methods currently used to
determine the physical risk on a regional
basis of extreme inundation and coastal
erosion from climatic and oceanic
processes,
either
singularly
or
in
combination, be improved and new
methods developed and applied?

High

High

High

Exposure to
extreme events
in the past and at
present in
coastal areas
provides lessons
for impact
analysis; it
reveals gaps in
knowledge of
processes
requiring further
research

Ongoing investment
is needed due to the
complexity in the
processes requiring
simulation over
extended time
periods.

Local
government and
community need
reliable
information now

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

For existing

Consideration

3.4

Better information needed about hydrodynamic processes and interrelationships
with sediment supply over time, including
thresholds and tipping points that could
result in fundamental landform changes.
What is the switchover point from accreting
to erosion? How soon is it likely to happen?
What are the locations at greatest risk?

4.

Infrastructure

4.1

What is the vulnerability of infrastructure
(individual and interlinked critical sectors) to
existing and predicted climate change

communities’
perceptions of
vulnerability aids
understanding of
how they
respond to
changes
High

Wider input to other
research projects
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Essential
RESEARCH TOPIC

Severity or
benefit

Immediacy

infrastructure need
to understand
which infrastructure
is already
vulnerable and
needs to be
retrofitted.

conditions at various spatial scales,
considering average and extreme weather
conditions? How can climate-induced
service or structural failure thresholds for
infrastructure and services be identified in
light of the inherent uncertainty in climate
projections?

As infrastructure
decisions generally
come with longterm commitments,
new infrastructure
needs to consider
future climate
change projections.

Desirable
Need to
change
intervention /
practicality

What impacts on key infrastructure may
have downstream or cascading impacts
during extreme climate events, and how
might these impacts be avoided?

High

High

High

4.3

What design standards (ARI and/or AEP)
and planning periods for the various
infrastructure components should be
adopted for particular locations and over
what time-frames?

High

High

High

What financial analysis tools will allow
longer planning periods and climate change
adaptation options to be realistically
evaluated and ranked?

High

What are the best tools and mechanisms for

Medium

4.5

Crosssectoral
relevance

Equity
considerations

Priority
ranking

to be given to
likely tipping
points when
major new
structures or
protective
works will be
required to
lessen the
impacts of
climate change

4.2

4.4

Potential cobenefits

Overall

High

Yes

High

High

Current codes
and standards
do not consider
uncertainty
estimates of
climate change
impacts
Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Generally of longerterm importance
Medium
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Essential
RESEARCH TOPIC

Severity or
benefit

Immediacy

Need to
change
intervention /
practicality

High

Medium

Low

Several directly
relevant research
projects are currently
under way and will
report in 2013

Completely new
visions of
settlements may
require
significant
changes to the
way settlements
are currently
planned and may
require time
before they are
accepted (both
politically and by
the public)

Medium

Medium

adaptive planning of management regimes
for infrastructure and assets?
5.

Cross-cutting

5.1

What would a climate-adapted Australian
settlement look like?

5.2

How can communities’ (of place/interest)
expectations, behaviour and capacity in
relation to climate change be influenced and
what measures need to be used?

Desirable

Considerable
benefit to
identifying
successful
adaptation

High
Many adaptation
responses fail
because they are
not accepted by
the community,
so a better
understanding of
communities’
expectations and
behaviours will
help develop
appropriate
adaptation
responses

Potential cobenefits

Crosssectoral
relevance

Yes

Yes

Relevant to
multiple fields of
research,
especially
mitigation and
sustainability
issues

Relevant to
mitigation,
health

Overall
Equity
considerations

Priority
ranking

Yes

Medium

Yes

Medium

Important over the
long-term
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Essential
RESEARCH TOPIC

5.3

5.4

5.5

Desirable

Severity or
benefit

Immediacy

Need to
change
intervention /
practicality

What are the barriers to adaptation planning
in urban areas and how can factors that
contribute to maladaptive decision-making
be minimised or removed?

Medium

Medium

Medium

What tools/methods for managing data and
information are needed for identifying
tipping points and for assisting decisionmaking in relation to climate change?

Medium

What sectors of society are most vulnerable
and least able to adapt to climate change in
urban, regional and remote settlements?
What is the nature of those vulnerabilities
and the barriers to adaptation? How can
physical, social, economic and institutional
factors reduce their vulnerability and
increase their adaptive capacity? At what
spatial and temporal scales should
adaptation
responses
for
vulnerable
communities be developed?

High

High

Not all sectors
of society will
be as equally
vulnerable so
important to
identify most
vulnerable ones
to address their
specific

Decreasing
vulnerability of
communities
generally a mediumto long-term
strategy so needs
to commence as
soon as possible,
thus important to

Important over the
long term

Medium

Potential cobenefits

Crosssectoral
relevance

Overall
Equity
considerations

Priority
ranking

Medium

Some barriers
may be difficult
to remove, for
example if they
are due to the
way
organisations or
institutions are
set up in our
political /
economic system
Medium

Medium

Tipping points
unlikely to occur
immediately, so
more relevant for
the longer term
when climate
change impacts
more severe /
pronounced
High

High
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High

Essential
RESEARCH TOPIC

Severity or
benefit

Immediacy

vulnerabilities
as early as
possible

identify most
vulnerable
communities as
early as possible

Desirable
Need to
change
intervention /
practicality

Potential cobenefits

Crosssectoral
relevance

Overall
Equity
considerations

Priority
ranking

5.6

To
what
extent
can
geological/geomorphic/historical/
traditional/local knowledge be best applied
to assessing vulnerability of existing
settlements under different climate change
scenarios?

High

High

High

High

5.7

How can communication of climate change
impacts and uncertainties be improved and
communities be engaged in adaptive
responses
for
settlements
and
infrastructure?

High

Medium

High

High

Appropriate
communication
tools and
methods for
community
engagement
can lead to
more effective
adaptation
responses
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APPENDIX 3: NCCARF (ARGP) RESEARCH PROJECTS COMMISSIONED FOR THE SETTLEMENTS AND
INFRASTRUCTURE THEME
Project Title

Lead Organisation

Past, Present and Future Landscapes: Understanding Alternative Futures for Climate Change
University of New England
Adaptation of Coastal Settlements and Communities.

Lead Investigator
Phil Morley

This project aims to Develop spatial analysis and visualisation tools to examine future trends of settlement and social patterns; Provide a clear quantitative understanding of
current settlement trends and their future trajectories (the future landscape pattern they will produce and their climate change vulnerability at that time in the future),
Design and test several alternative landscape futures as adaptive strategies reducing vulnerability of settlements and communities to predicted climate change events; By
application to a case study area (northern coastal NSW) demonstrate application and transferability to other contexts and landscapes / regions; and, demonstrate
integration and synthesis capabilities of techniques; Develop and demonstrate one solution to a current gap and difficulty of temporal inconsistency in climate change
vulnerability studies; and Contribute to national and regional policy and planning decisions through multiple NCCARF S&I priorities and, in particular, provide an integrated
synthesis approach to better guide

Reforming Planning Processes Trial: Rockhampton 2050

Rockhampton Regional Council

Penelope Fry

To determine and demonstrate/trial how existing urban planning principles and practices could accommodate climate change (CC) and the uncertainty of CC impacts for a
“seachange” region. Rockhampton Regional Council (RRC) will form an alliance of neighbouring small regional councils and work with partners to: develop and apply spatial
information to trial planning approaches in a ‘real world’ situation involving three levels of government and community engagement. (includes a “brand new town” site
evaluation effort.); influence other Councils to take action through producing a mechanism and process to enable the mainstreaming of climate change adaptation within
local government; and address a critical gap in knowledge by prioritising the need for (and potential benefits of) further research and reforms in regulatory, capacitybuilding, and/or other instruments as enablers for the integration of climate change risk assessment into planning.

Development of tools that allow Local Governments to translate climate change impacts on
University of South Australia
assets into strategic and operational financial and asset management plans.

Jacqueline Balston

This project aims to: identify key council assets vulnerable to climate change; determine the likely impacts of climate change on council assets; undertake an extensive
financial risk modelling exercise including full life-cycle economic analysis of the various options for councils to reduce climate change asset risk; develop the necessary
modifications to existing asset management and financial sustainability tools so that councils may evaluate various climate change action scenarios at the management
planning level; guide service level standards.

Pathways to Climate Adapted and Healthy Low Income Housing

CSIRO Climate Adaptation Flagship

Guy Barnett

This project aims to Model the vulnerability of public housing assets and tenants to selected climate change impacts; Identify and evaluate key engineering, behavioural and
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Project Title

Lead Organisation

Lead Investigator

institutional climate adaptation pathways; Scope the potential co-benefits of climate adaptation action for human health and well-being; and Develop typologies and
climate analogues for national generalisation to other low income housing.

A model framework for assessing risk and adaptation to climate change on Australian coasts University of Wollongong

Colin Woodroffe

This project intends to develop a modelling framework to integrate geomorphological, engineering and economic approaches to assessing risk for the Australian coast.
Coastal land use planning and management need an indication of the degree of risk, and will develop: a probabilistic engineering-based model linking wave characteristics
at a site and risk of coastal recession (PCR), with demonstrated validation on a data-rich coast (Narrabeen, NSW); a geomorphologically-based modelling framework (the
coastal tract, CT) adopting a sediment budget perspective and using simulation to model variation in trend along SE Australian coasts; an extension of this
geomorphological-engineering CT framework to the less-intensively researched coasts of SW and NE Australia (and NW Australia, where practicable) integrated with the
first-pass national ‘Smartline’ assessment of coastal vulnerability; a state-of-the-art approach for quantifying economic risks associated with coastal inundation
and erosion hazard identified in i) – iii) (expected losses, downside risks), and a decision-support framework for using risk estimates to evaluate adaptation strategy options.

Enhancing the resilience of seaports to a changing climate

RMIT University

Darren McEvoy

This project aims to better understand the vulnerability of critical seaport infrastructure (structural and functional), and to develop new knowledge and methodologies for
enhancing port resilience to future climate change. The proposed research will adopt a multi-disciplinary approach and employ a range of different methodologies to
address three discrete research objectives: to gain a better understanding of the complex mix of climate and non-climate drivers that are likely to affect future port
operations; to assess the vulnerability of core port infrastructure and identify appropriate adaptation measures for enhancing resilience; and, to assess the vulnerability of
other elements at risk in the wider port environs and identify appropriate adaptation measures. Close engagement with a range of policy and practitioner stakeholders will
ensure that the deliverables will be 'fit for purpose'.

Limp, leap or learn?: Developing a legal framework for adaptation planning in Australia

University of Tasmania

Jan McDonald

This project will look at the role of law in driving and enabling urban climate change adaptation. It will compare and contrast the legal frameworks for planning for coastal
impacts of climate change and those for the increased risks of bushfire. This analysis will consider formal planning laws, coastal and emergency management laws, property
law, liability and insurance regimes.

Strata Title in a world of climate change: Managing greater uncertainty in forecasting and
funding common property capital expenditure

Griffith University

Chris Guilding
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Project Title

Lead Organisation

Lead Investigator

This project will determine the extent to which uncertainty of climate change-induced building damage is built into strata and community title capital expenditure forecasts,
and whether insurance specialists are equipped with tools that can factor in uncertainty and flexibility when projecting capital expenditure.

A Framework for Adaptation of Australian Households to Heat Waves

University of South Australia

Wasim Saman

What is the likely impact of heat waves on Australian homes and on the electricity infrastructure in Australia’s various climate regions? This project will plan for a national
framework that would: develop new summer design conditions for 2030 and 2050 for up to 100 Australian climate zones; establish new thermal comfort criteria for
buildings; evaluate the impact of climate change on annual household cooling energy use and peak power demand; examine householder behaviour during heat waves;
develop design options to ensure safety and comfort during heat waves, and develop affordable new design options for buildings to avoid heat stress.

Robust optimization of urban drought security for an uncertain climate

University of Newcastle

George Kuczsera

Recent experience with drought and a shifting climate has highlighted the vulnerability of urban water supplies to “running out of water” in Perth, south-east Queensland,
Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide. This has triggered major investment in water infrastructure. With the prospect of rapid population growth in cities, drought security will
become more pressing particularly in the face of uncertainty about future climate. This project will develop and illustrate an urban drought security method that identifies
solutions that are both optimal in a triple-bottom-line sense and robust against uncertain knowledge about future climate change.

Analysis of institutional adaptability to redress electricity infrastructure vulnerability due to University of Queensland and
climate change
University of Tech, Sydney

John Foster and
Deepack Sharma

This project will examine the capacity of Australia’s National Electricity Market (NEM) to adapt to existing and predicted climate change conditions. It will identify potential
issues and analyse climate change impacts on reliability in the Market under different climate change scenarios to 2030, particularly what adaptation strategies the power
generation and supply network infrastructure will need.

Climate Change and the Welfare Sector – Risk and Adaptation of Australia’s Vulnerable and Australian Council of
Marginalised
Social Services (ACOSS)

Karl Mallon

Services provided by community welfare service organisations to disadvantaged individuals and communities comprise a critical component of social infrastructure. These
are the people who have least resilience in response to adverse changes in circumstance, and will be affected first and worst by climate change impacts to infrastructure
and the built environment. This project will research the sectors in society most vulnerable and least able to adapt to climate change in urban, regional and remote
settlements, the nature of these vulnerabilities, the underlying causes of vulnerability in welfare organisations and the measures that can be taken to increase adaptive
capacity and manage climate change related risks of infrastructure failure.
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Project Title

Lead Organisation

Australia’s Country Towns 2050: What will a Climate Adapted Settlement Pattern Look Like? Flinders University

Lead Investigator
Andrew Beer

The project will test the hypothesis that many inland rural and remote communities are vulnerable to the impacts of climate change and that this varies by location industry
structure, environment, and remoteness. It will assess whether public sector and community planning and action can reduce the impacts of climate change on the
sustainability of settlements and whether some forms of intervention will be more effective than others.

Coastal urban climate futures in SE Australia: from Wollongong to Lakes Entrance

University of Canberra

Barbara Norman

The project objective is to identify what a climate-adapted Australian settlement would look like from the perspective of future climate-adapted coastal small-town
communities in 2030. To do this the proposal will focus on a coastal environment stretching from Wollongong (NSW) to Lakes Entrance (Vic). This study area will enable the
investigation of a range of coastal settlements – coastal townships, hamlets and villages. It intentionally crosses a state boundary to enable an analysis of futures under two
different coastal planning regimes. It will contribute to improved management and practices and performances in the selected coastal region.

What would a climate-adapted Australian settlement look like?

Monash University

David Griggs

To understand what a climate-adapted Australian settlement could look like from the perspective of future climate-adapted coastal small-town communities in 2030? This
project will be undertaken in two small coastal settlements in Gippsland, Victoria, Sandy Point in the South Gippsland Shire and Inverloch in the Bass Coast Shire. These
localities will be used as a comparative case-study with a view to generalising the findings for a national approach. They were chosen as they were able to represent
different characteristics to enable researchers to understand the relative importance of local variations to the form of the settlement in 2030 and the extent of broad
principles which can be elicited regardless of varying local attributes. Sandy Point is located 40km south of Leongatha. The estimated population is 227, being primarily a
holiday destination. Inverloch is a seaside village located on the Bass Highway 143 kilometres southeast of Melbourne. It has a population of 4,149, and is a low income area
with an economic base in the service, education and construction industries. This project will rely heavily on open and easy communication. Particular attention will be
given to this issue and an interactive web-site will be established to facilitate this process.
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APPENDIX 4: COVERAGE OF SETTLEMENTS AND INFRASTRUCTURE NARP PRIORITY RESEARCH
QUESTIONS
Priority area

1 - Urban
Planning and
Management

2 - Built
Environment

Research questions

PI

1.1 How can existing urban planning principles and practices accommodate climate change and the uncertainty of climate change
impacts? How should these principles and practices differ based on the location and spatial scale of the settlement? What can
we learn about the adaptive capacity of settlements from responses to stresses in the past?

Morley

1.2 How can the governance of urban planning in Australia, including formal and informal rules, nationally consistent approaches
and guidelines and locally driven standards and outcomes, and the institutions responsible for decision-making, be improved
to facilitate planning processes and outcomes which incorporate adaptation to climate change?

Morley

1.3 What are the particular planning needs of remote and Indigenous settlements under a changing climate?

None

2.1 What are the design options and principles for adapting new buildings to climate change in different locations and how can
these be implemented?

Saman

2.2 What are the design options and principles for adapting existing buildings to climate change in different locations and how can
these be implemented?
2.3 What are the full life-cycle costs and benefits of adapting the built environment and how can they be reliably estimated? Who
will bear these costs and who will benefit? What financial and other policy instruments can be used to address equity impacts
of these costs?

3 - Vulnerable
Coastal
Communities

3.1 How will demographic pressures and changes in different Australian coastal settlement types affect (1) potential impacts of
extreme and gradual climate change, and (2) current policy and regulatory settings which govern the decision-making by
government agencies, businesses and individuals? How will planning for coastal climate change impacts respond to local
circumstances?
3.2 How well do we understand the relationship between climate and coastal processes? How can methods currently used to
determine the physical risk on a regional basis of extreme inundation and coastal erosion from climatic and oceanic processes,
either singularly or in combination, be improved and new methods developed and applied?

4 - Infrastructure

4.1 What is the vulnerability of infrastructure (individual and interlinked critical sectors) to existing and predicted climate change
conditions at various spatial scales, considering average and extreme weather conditions? How can climate-induced service or
structural failure thresholds for infrastructure and services be identified in light of the inherent uncertainty in climate
projections?

McDonald

McDonald

Barnett
Barnett
Saman
Balston
Saman
Morley
Fry
Norman
Griggs
Woodroffe
Balston
McEvoy
Kuczsera
Foster & Sharma
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4.2 What impacts on key infrastructure may have downstream or cascading impacts during extreme climate events, and how might
these impacts be avoided?
4.3 What design standards for the Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) and/or Average Exceedance Probability (AEI), and planning
periods for the various infrastructure components, should be adopted for particular locations and over what time frames?

McEvoy
Foster & Sharma
Mallon
NONE
Beer
Norman

5.1 What would a climate-adapted Australian settlement look like?

Griggs
5 - Cross-cutting

5.2 What sectors of society are most vulnerable and least able to adapt to climate change in urban, regional and remote
settlements? What is the nature of those vulnerabilities and the barriers to adaptation? How can physical, social, economic
and institutional factors reduce their vulnerability and increase their adaptive capacity? At what spatial and temporal scales
should adaptation responses for vulnerable communities be developed?
5.3 To what extent can geologic/geomorphic/historical/traditional/local knowledge be best applied to assessing vulnerability of
existing settlements under different climate change scenarios?

Morley
Barnett
Mallon
NONE
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